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ABSTRACT 

A new concept of dispersion (cross) covariance has been introduced for the 

modeling of spatial scale dependent multivariate correlations. Such correlations between 

attributes depend on the spatial size of the domain and size of samples in the population 

and have been modeled by first time in this research. Modeled correlations have been 

used to introduce a new scale dependent principal component analysis method. This 

method is based on computation of eigen values and vectors from dispersion covariance 

matrices or scale dependent correlations which can be modeled from integrals of matrix 

variograms. For second order stationary random functions this PCA converges for large 

domains to the classic PCA. A new technique for computing variograms from spatial 

variances have also been developed using derivatives. For completeness, a deeper 

analysis of the linear model of coregionalizations widely used in multivariate 

geostatistics has been included as well. This last part leads to a new more sophisticated 

model we termed "linear combinations coregionalization model." This whole research 

explains the relationship between different average states and the micro- state of vector 

random functions in the framework of geostatistics. Examples have been added to 

illustrate the practical application of the theory This approach will be useful in all earth 

sciences and particularly in soil and environmental sciences. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Basic Principles 

In earth sciences and particularly in soil science the natural processes can be 

characterized to some extent as stochastic processes. For example, several natural 

processes may be physically explained by stochastic differential equations (e.g., the 

Fokker-Planck equation). Those type of equations are commonly found in the stochastic 

modeling of natural phenomena. In this way, the random function can then be a solution 

of a stochastic differential equation (i.e., Arnold, 1973). At a particular point, in space 

or/and time the random fianction will take values of a random variable which can be 

characterized by its probability density function. Then, the random function Z(x) is made 

of an infinite set of random variables Z(xi) one at each location Xi of the domain of the 

function. The random fianction is continuous within its time or space domains. However, 

the domain of the random function can have boundaries. If the process is defined on the 

time domain, the random function is called a stochastic process on time which is treated 

by time series analysis. If the random function is defined on the physical space, the 

random function is called a random field and can be in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D. Traditionally, it 

is considered that estimation in geostatistics treats regression to the mean within the 

random fields (Matheron, 1971). A more complicated random function will be in space 

and time. 

In a more general way, the existence of a random function is linked to probability 

and random processes or random fields theory (Christakos, 1992). The random function 

could exist in nature even when the stochastic differential equation or a complicated set 

of equations are unknown. Therefore, any particular realization of the random function 

is just a probabilistic outcome from an infinite set of probable outcomes. When this 

particular realization is in the physical space the realization is called regionalized variable 

(i.e., Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978). This may be the only spatial entity that a soil scientist 

or a geologist may find in a fieldwork. In 2-D a regionalized variable would be like the 
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geographic distribution of an attribute. The complete regionalized variable may look as a 

"topographic" surface in the space made by the physical space 2-D and the "elevation" 

made by the measured attribute. The attribute is the name of the random variable 

independently from where we find it. For example, clay content is an attribute of soils. 

For some practical purposes, a physical sample may be considered a point. The value 

z(xi) of the studied attribute in such a point Xj is a single realization of a random variable 

Z(Xi) to which it belongs. Since there are infinite number of random variables, one at each 

location in the domain, each pair of them can be different from each other. Due to the 

"organization" of the random function in the domain of space or time or both, scale 

issues rise because of the physical size and shape of collected samples, working units, 

cells, pixels, or size of plots. From this it follows that organization of the random 

function produces scale effects. Thus, for vector random functions we should expect scale 

effects for the co-variate attributes. This is the area of this research. 

1.2 From Physical Models to the Random Function 

We are not dealing with physical models here. Although, deterministic models 

exist for certain phenomena. For practical purposes, the role of perturbation (i.e., noise) 

in the physically modeled phenomena is needed. It is clear that noise included in a 

stochastic differential equation may change completely the mean solution of such an 

equation at a point location when compared to their deterministic counterpart. So the 

random function not only involves a resulting noise but the mean at a point location can 

also be shifted due to noise in the input part of the stochastic equation. Some phenomena 

may also involve chemical processes and the situation gets more and more complicated. 

Even in the deterministic "world" there are mathematical limitations of the existing 

machinery for solving differential equations. For example, for water flow through 

unsaturated porous media the non-linear Richards' equation is a deterministic one. The 

analytical solution for specified boundary conditions is still under research. Therefore, 

the numerical methods are practically the only tools available for a satisfactory solution. 
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A way to relate two random functions is by relating their increments in the 

firequency domain. The tool is to apply Fourier-Stieljes representation of a random 

function Z(x) (e.g., Priestley 1981): 

Z ( x )  =  j e " " d Z ( w )  

This representation is introduced into the stochastic version of the differential equation 

and eventually a transfer function in the frequency domain could be obtained relating the 

frequency domain increments of the involved processes (see also Gelhar, 1993). The 

spectrum and cross-spectrum are obtained by using this type of filter. The power 

spectrum is the Fourier transform of the autocovariance. 

Since the stochastic differential equations of most of the natural phenomena are 

unknown, the direct physical approach faces limitations especially for geosciences. Thus, 

an inverse approach is required. 

1.3 From Data to the Random Function 

In many cases we can not even attempt to formulate an equation for natural 

phenomena. This shows how small our knowledge about nature is at this stage of history. 

However, we need to characterize natural variability in order to be able to understand the 

physical and chemical mechanisms of their behavior. We also need to characterize them 

for practical purposes to get a better understanding of the relationships that exist between 

attributes. In order to do that, it is a common approach to collect samples on space or 

time domain. Those samples can be measurements of an experiment (soft samples) or 

real physical specimens collected and analyzed (hard samples). In both cases, rarely one 

single attribute is measured. Most of the time more than two attributes will be collected to 

try to establish their interrelationships. 

Geostatistics is appropiate tool for studying the spatial behavior of the random 

function. Kriging estimators have been provided to complete information about the 

studied realization of the random function (Matheron, 1971). In recent times, simulation 

has allowed to extend characterization from single realizations to an ensemble of 
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realizations (e.g., Deutsch and Joumel, 1992). However, still many questions are 

unresolved, especially relating to the physics of the natural processes and the origin of 

noise. In terms of quantitative analysis, some sciences have been relatively more 

successful than others. Stochastic models are known in hydrology, seismology or 

oceanography. However, in natural sciences such as biology, microbiology, petrology, 

sedimentology, paleontology, geochemistry and soil genesis the use of spatial stochastic 

models in not very extensive yet. Experience shows that in all cases the most immediate 

and adequate tools for quantitative analysis of data are statistics and geostatistics. 

1.4 Statistics to Explore Data 

Classical statistics have provided several tools for data analysis. The major 

handicap of the application of statistics in soil science as other earth sciences is the time 

or space autodependency "experimental autocorrelation" between the "point" realizations 

of the regionalized variable or time series wich are usually sampled. Formally the 

autocorrelation is recognized as a correlation between the random variables at different 

locations. The statistical approach also faces limitations when dealing with vector 

random variables. This is especially true in practice where the natural populations may 

not easily follow the multivariate normal distribution. However, statistics offers a set of 

very interesting techniques useful for exploratory data analysis of multivariate data sets. 

Examples among those techniques are canonical correlation, principal component 

analysis (PCA), cluster analysis, etc., which are extensively used in remote sensing, 

geochemistry, soil science, etc. However, the practitioner should be aware of the effect 

of applying those methods to data from realizations of vector random functions and 

collected in the real world. So, the samples are not independent, the random variables are 

structured and autocorrelated, they are multivariate. Samples are not points and the 

domain is not infinite. These observations are guidelines for this research. The approach 

is to look back at statistics with the principles of geostatistics. 
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1.5 Why This Research ? 

In soil science and other earth sciences it is necesary to characterize variability 

before making estimations, interpolations, simulation and other tasks related to the above. 

Samples are commonly vectors of data corresponding to a set of attributes. Then, looking 

for an exploratory approach it should ultimately be multivariate. Since samples are 

autocorrelated and cross-correlated multivariate geostatistical approaches are needed. 

Since the samples are non points, then the problem of support is invoked and the 

approach to characterize an unknown random function in earth sciences should be 

multivariate geostatistics in the framework of support. Support is equivalent to spatial 

scale or physical size and shape of the samples. Also, the domain is not infinite. The size 

of domain is also included in the concept of spatial scale. 

In recent years, the term scale has been utilized in geostatistics in a very 

ambiguous way (e.g., Wackemagel, 1995) and clarification is needed. Physical size of a 

domain or physical size and shape of elements (samples) making the domain should be 

called "spatial scale." On the other hand, the ranges of nested variograms need to be 

called "scales of variability" or just spatial components of variability because they 

explain the contribution of nested structures of different ranges. The separation distance 

between two points should just be called lag distance and not spatial scale. In this 

context, our approach becomes a link between statistics and geostatistics within the 

framework of support and scales of variability. Our approach (or set of approaches) is a 

way to statistically characterize the natural stochastic phenomena by consider the 

problem in space (or time) scales, and variability components. I do not attempt to cover 

all possible related problems. Therefore, I have limited the research to 'Scales, support 

and components of variability in correlations, principal component analysis and spatial 

variances within multivariate geostatistics." Then, this research is made to clarify the 

concept of scale in geostatistics and develop analytical tools to solve current scale issues 

in the earth sciences particularly in soil and environmental science. 
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1.6 State of the Subject 

Most of the literature in geostatistics uses statistics to build up geostatistical 

methods. The opposite is not common. Although some attempts to relate the 

geostatistical approach to statistics are in the literature. However, most of them 

emphasize statistics within geostatistics. Joumel and Huigbregts (1978) explain in detail 

that variance depends on the size and shape of the elements v that make up exactly a 

larger region V. That is to look at classic variances in the spatial domain of a random 

function. They consider the simple case where all the elements have constant size v and 

make up a constant larger domain V. The regularization of variograms due to change of 

support has always been univariate for a scalar random function. There are no attempts 

in the literature to extend those concepts of scale dependent variance to multivariate 

space. We have extended the dispersion variances concept to the multivariate case or a 

vector random function and introduce dispersion covariance matrices. 

Another related topic is the scale dependency of the correlation between 

attributes. Classic statistics does not consider any spatial dependent correlation. This is 

because under the multivariate distribution the covariance matrix is considered unique. In 

the last few years, and with huge amounts of data, remote sensing researchers have 

started to get empirical evidence of scale dependency of coefficient of determination (r 

squared) of empirical models (i.e., regression models). The scale is the size or resolution 

of the pixels (picture elements composing the remote sensing image). They explain that 

multiresolutions are needed for further treatment of this topic and they show their first 

attempts of using fractals to test self-similarity of the images (see Quattrochi and 

Goodchild, 1997). There is no theoretical solution in the literature for such scale 

dependent r squared. It is well known that correlation is the slope of the linear regression 

between standardized attributes. Then, a dependency of the model on resolution is an 

empirical evidence of scale dependent correlation. 

In geostatistics, Wackernagel (1984), and Goovaerts (1993) speak about 

correlations wich are dependent on scale. However, they never reference scale as to the 

size of the domain or pixel or terrain. They refer to components of variability. When 
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nested structures are used for matrix variogram modeling, a special case is when all the 

structures at a given scale of variability are proportional to each other. Then, the 

correlation between attributes is called intrinsic. It means the correlation between 

increments of two attributes (not directly the original attributes) at certain lag distance 

will be the same as for increments at any other lag distance. As this situation is rare in 

nature, the approach is to consider each vector random function as the sum of vector 

nested random functions each vector with intrinsic correlations between attributes. They 

have termed those spatial components regionalized correlations which correspond 

independently to each nested random function. Their approach does not solve the true 

spatial scale dependent correlation problem in the physical space for the studied random 

function. 

A lot of literature uses the word "correlation" inadequately and the term 

"correlation function" which generates confusion about correlation between different 

attributes as classically used in statistics with (auto)correlation between the scalar random 

variables making up a stationary random function. The classical correlation is well 

known. However, the spatial scale dependency of correlation is not clear for most 

sciences. The clearest concept comes from geography, which has recognized and 

considered almost imposible the "Modifiable areal unit problem". According to 

Openshaw (1983), the effect of aggregation of geographical data in correlation was 

experimentally reported in 1934 by Gehlke and Biehl with 252 census tracts. They do not 

consider a grid of data as used in geostatistics, but they observed the correlation between 

juvenile delinquency and monthly income to increase by aggregating geographical data. 

Yule and Kendall's (1950) book illustrates an example with wheat and potato yields, they 

also found empirical evidence that the correlation increases with the scale of aggregation. 

Now recall the example in remote sensing of how scale dependency of empirical models 

relates remote sensing attributes. The problem does not have a theoretical solution in the 
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literature. In this research, I have solved the probiem for the case of second order and 

intrinsic stationary random fields. This also allows a look at other multivariate 

approaches like principal component analysis PC A. 

The application of principal components analysis in geostatistics was inroduced 

by Matheron and is documented as factorial kriging (Wachernagel, 1984; Sandjivy, 

1983). This idea is also related to the approach proposed by Davis and Greenes (1983) of 

computing the factors and the scores, krige the scores and back rotate the kriged scores 

into the space of the original attributes. A similar approach was proposed by Myers and 

Carr (1984) where they rotate the variogram. The factorial kriging approach is briefly 

explained as a filter, where the nested structures are considered factors. In the 

multivariate case, the nested structures are represented by the coregionalization matrices 

which provide coregionalized factors that can also be kriged. So, the approach explained 

by Wackernagel is like a nested approach of Davis and Greenes. The justification is that 

under multivariate nested variogram no single matrix of factors exists. This point has 

been analyzed by Goovaerts (1993), who explains that the lack of spatial orthogonality of 

the factors is due to different nested elementary structures. All the attempts of using PCA 

in kriging are in the domain of the increments. None of these authors has attempted to 

look at the effect of spatial autocorrelation on the classic PCA results. I have covered this 

last point as part of my research. 

As mentioned above spatial variances have been studied by early authors of 

geostatistics. In all cases the approach was to use the variogram to compute dispersion 

variances (see Joumel and Huijbrets, 1978). However, earlier authors of agronomy 

recognized that variances depend on spatial scales (see Smith, 1938). Of course. Smith 

never realized the variogram exists. However, even today there is no documented 

approach that the variogram could in fact be calculated from spatial variances. In our 

research we have developed a technique that allows computation of the variogram from 

variances. The approach is extended to the multivariate case where the cross-variograms 

could be reproduced from spatial covariances. 
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One of the most obscure points of multivariate geostatistics is the modeling of 

cross-variograms. Although the linear model of corregionalization (LMC) has solved the 

problem in part (see Joumel and Huijbregths 1978 ; Wackernagel 1993), the linear model 

of corregionalization is not always satisfactory. Some authors have contributed to the 

modeling tasks with the LMC (Goulard and Voltz, 1992; Xie and Myers, 1995). Both 

approaches consider cross variograms which are proportional to the variograms for each 

nested structure. The LMC also assumes the spatial components nested in the model are 

spatially orthogonal. I have included this point in this research too. 

1.7 Dissertation Format 

This dissertation consists of four manuscripts prepared for publication in the 

format of the journal "Mathematical Geology." Two of them has already been accepted 

for publication. Another was summited for peer review. I have chosen the research 

subject thinking in their broad utility. My advisor. Professor Arthur Warrick accepted the 

topic of my research and we agreed to the format of paper manuscripts. This research is 

based on my personal experience, findings and ideas. 1 have worked to prove the ideas as 

far as was possible. I am the only responsible for the content of these manuscripts. Some 

of the ideas written down were enriched thanks to extensive technical discussions with 

Professor Warrick. Professor Myers, an authority on the subject, made some suggestions 

especially related to the mathematical notation and literature. I also consulted and asked 

him his opinion about what 1 was doing. The manuscripts have been revised and 

corrected by Professor Warrick and Professor Myers. They both made suggestions and 

formulated questions to improve them. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRESENT STUDY 

The development of the theory, methods, discussion and conclusions are 

presented in the papers appended to this dissertation. 

2.1 Clarifying "Spatial Scales" and "Scales of Variability" concept in geostatistics 

The scale of spatial correlation is one broadly known way to measure the extent of 

autocorrelation. One way of determining it is the correlation radius which is defined as 

the integral of the autocorrelation. In Appendix A and Appendix C, I have developed the 

theory related to the integral of a variogram. For a second order stationary random 

function in 1-D a double integral is required to get the square of an autocorrelation radius. 

In a higher dimension D, a total of 2 by D integrals are required. The range is another 

measure of the extent of autocorrelation. For the spherical model the range is the lag 

distance at which two variables are independent. For other models, the range is the value 

for which the autoco variance is less or equal to 5% of the variance. Note this concept is 

valid only for pairs of points and not for regions. Thus, the range of variograms may be 

called scale of variability. See Appendix A for a discussion of the difference between 

scale of variability (i.e.,range) and spatial scale (i.e., size and shape of a domain). For an 

exponential autocovariance the range = 3a and for a Gaussian the range = ^3 a. Since 

the range of a variogram is related to the scale of autocorrelation, in the spherical model, 

two points in the space are independent (within the model oriented approach) if they are 

separated by a distance larger than the range. However, if two separated regions are 

independent, their closest points should be separated a distance larger than the range. 

For other models (e.g., exponential or Gaussian) the independence is never quite 

achieved. Another approach is to consider a single physical region where points are 

dependent on each other in a transitional way. The average variance within a region 

exists and even if the region is always big there will be points which are interdependent 

on each other within the region. However, the contribution of independent pairs will 
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grow with a growing size of the domain and eventually most of the variance will be due 

to those independent pairs achieving the claimed "full" randomization within the 

"domain." Thus, such randomization is never complete. This idea is based on second 

order stationarity, where the variance will be finite and exists within the region. To find 

this scale of pseudo-randomization, the criteria should consider the average variogram 

rather than the single integral variogram which are not the same. However, this is not the 

major complication of the scale concept in geostatistics. Appendix C shows more detail 

about the relationships between the point space and the average integral space. The 

variances and variograms for several models are related. 

An additional problem pertains to nested variograms. Researchers have started to 

talk about spatial components (or component random functions), each one corresponds to 

a structure in the nested variogram. Therefore, they reason, if the total variogram 

corresponds to a total random function having a global range scale, then each structure in 

the model should have their own range scale. This suggests that each spatial random 

component is at a different scale of variability. So the shorter range components would 

be the shorter scale and the larger range component would be the larger or more extended 

variability component. This reasoning has generated misconceptions by several authors 

regarding scales. Why'' Because it is true that the total variogram has a range scale; it is 

also true that each spatial component as defined from their model variogram has a range 

scale. However, the ranges of the nested spatial components do not have a equivalent 

relationship with the size of the domain for the total random function. So when authors 

speak about scales and they refer to the ranges of the nested structures they are talking 

about the scale of autocorrelation of existing spatial components which overlap in the 

physical space. Then, it is better to call them "scales of variability" because in the total 

random function they explain possible sources of variability. One of the purposes of our 

research has been to mathematically differentiate the size and shape of the domain (i.e., 

spatial scale) fi-om the scale of variability within nested structures (i.e., the ranges of 

structures within the nested variograms). So, the commonly used terminology of scaling 
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up and scaling down is interpreted as a change in the physical size and shape of the 

domain or change in the size of samples or unit elements (i.e., pixels or blocks). Note the 

words "up" and "down" only make sense when the shape is held constant and just size is 

changed. The total random fiinction is the sum of the spatial components. Each spatial 

component is a random function corresponding to a single structure in the nested 

variogram. The spatial components are always contributing to the total random function 

no matter the size of the samples or domain. However, the short range spatial components 

will be randomized more quickly than the larger range spatial components. What this 

means? This is a consequence of a second order stationary variogram where the first 

derivative of the variances for square elements will be larger at the beginning of a 

growing domain and then will decay as the domain gets larger. For example, consider a 

variance represented as the sum of infinite numbers of nested structures. The short range 

components will randomize easily, but total randomization is asymptotic and never fully 

achieved. Even the smaller range nested structure will continue contributing to the 

integral at infinity. Appendix A gives the detailed theory of how the spatial scales and the 

scales of variability are related. 

The scales of variability (i.e., the ranges of the variograms of the spatial 

components) will be invariant upon rotation of the attributes. However, the slope and sill 

of the variograms will depend of rotation. Rotation is explored through principal 

component analysis. Paper from Appendix B shows the scale effect on PCA results. 

2.2 Summary 

In this dissertation a way to model spatial scale dependent correlations between 

attributes is introduced together with a new approach termed growing scale principal 

component analysis (PCA). This approach is the result of introducing a new concept of a 

dispersion covariances matrix and decomposing it into the scales of variability (i.e., 

nested structures). The proposed tools deal with statistical problems in the average 

space. Also the introduction of derivatives of variances to compute the variogram have 
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been included as a new tool to compute variograms under the concept of multi resolutions 

or multiple spatial scales. 

The physical spatial scale is defined as the size and shape of the domain and its 

elements; then the effect of spatial scales on correlation and PC A has been analyzed in 

the framework of geostatistical support. This leads to an introduction of the mathematics 

for support and dispersion variances in the multivariate geostatistics, see Appendix A. A 

matrix of scale dependent covariance is introduced by first time in the literature as a 

dispersion covariance matrix. Matrices shown here can be decomposed into nested 

matrices (i.e., applying spatial scales of variability) using a linear model of 

coregionalization. The dispersion covariance has off-diagonal terms that are dispersion 

(cross) covariances between two attributes measured in elements of size v that exactly 

make up a region of size V. The diagonal elements are the classic dispersion variances. 

This definition allows application of the classic Pearson correlation coefficient definition 

to model scale dependent correlations (See Appendix A). 

The introduction of dispersion covariances concept came from the observation 

made by the author that covariance between two attributes should be dependent on the 

shape and size of the domain and size of the samples in a way analogous to the well 

known case of univariate variances. By introducing this new concept and extending the 

classic Pearson correlation coefficient to this spatially organized vector random functions 

a new and first method of modeling scale dependent multivariate correlation has been 

developed under the concept of multiple integral average of the cross-variogram. The 

case where matrix variograms expressed followmg the linear model of corregionalization 

(LMC) leads to a comphehensive framework for spatial scale dependent correlation 

modeling. The case of square regions have been illustrated with two examples of soil 

science (textural variograms). Results are considered satisfactory. This approach provides 

a solution for the "Modifiable areal unit problem" in geography. The approach is also 

extensively useful for correlation between attributes in soil science and environmental 

science (see Appendix A). 
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The consideration of scale dependent covariance and correlation matrices has led 

to a new PCA technique which accounts for the size of samples and regions. We have 

termed this scale dependent PCA (see Appendix B). In both approaches the multivariate 

model variogram is assumed to be known. Due to the scale dependency of the covariance 

matrices and the correlation matrices between attributes, R-mode Principal component 

analysis technique demonstrates that under autocorrelation the results are scale 

dependent. The theory covering this type of PCA leads to a formulation of scale 

dependent orthogonal spaces. So the orthogonal basis rotates as the domain grows. For 

second order stationary vector random functions, such basis asymptotically converges to 

the classic PCA for large domains. This provides a new exploratory data analysis tool 

based in the knowledge of the matrix variogram instead of the classic covariance matrix 

used in multivariate statistics. 

In an attempt to go in the opposite direction, I have developed a derivatives of 

variances approach to allow computation of variograms and cross-variograms from 

spatial variances (covariances) which are known for a sequence of spatial scales. By 

considering dispersion variances and covariances, I have thought of the possibility that in 

the future variances could be measured directly. Then may be necessary to compute a 

sample variogram from variances or a sample cross-variogram from spatial covariances. 

Results have been successful so far. This relates the average variances of macro states to 

the point or micro state. Possibly, this technique will allow the computation of micro-

variograms (e.g., variograms at small lag distances in microbiology and soil science). 

The final result is that variograms and also cross-variograms can be computed from 

variances. This has been practically demonstrated with data obtained by simulated 

annealing method. 

The starting point for Appendices A and B is that the matrix variogram governing 

a vector random fianction is known. However, how well can we know a variogram in 

terms of the linear model of coregionalization LMC? To answer this question the LMC 
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and nested staictures in general have been reviewed considering a more general case of 

cross-correlated spatial components. Results lead to a new coregionalization model 

termed "linear combinations coregionalization model." Such a model introduces matrix 

cross-variograms and provides ideas for a most realistic variogram modeling. The 

problem of unknown cross variogram models has also been reviewed (see Appendix D). 

Since the multivariate approach introduced here is new in the literature, several 

research opportunities have been open for applications in soil science, remote sensing, 

geography, GIS, geochemical exploration, hydrology, environmental science, geology 

and other fields. From the theoretical point of view, there are related topics which are left 

for future. Several of the concepts developed here in the framework of the LMC will be 

still applicable under more sophisticated coregionalization models that could be 

developed in the future. 

Finally we have concluded the geostatistical literature can be enhanced by using 

the type of approach developed here in problems such as multivariate cutoff problem and 

estimation under multi resolution. For example, the multivariate cutoff problem is present 

during evaluation of polluted areas where two or more contaminants are analyzed. The 

problem is to determine what fraction of a region is exiding the cutoff. In geochemistry, 

the cutoff problem is related to zones having a concetration larger than a specified 

threshold vector of several chemicals or a linear combination of them. This problem is 

directly dependent on the scale of the samples, blocks and the region. Estimation under 

multi-resolution is refered to interpolation of data taken at several supports. This topic 

implies consideration of regularized matrix variograms. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper extends the concept of dispersion variance to the multivariate case 

where the change of support affects dispersion covariances and the matrix of correlation 

between attributes. This leads to a concept of correlation between attributes as a function 

of sample supports and size of the physical domain. Decomposition of dispersion 

covariances into the spatial scales of variability provides a tool for computing the 

contribution to variability from different spatial components. Coregionalized dispersion 

covariances and elementary dispersion variances are defined for each multivariate spatial 

scale of variability. This allows the computation of dispersion covariances and 

correlation between attributes without integrating the cross-variograms. A correlation 

matrix, for a second order stationary field with point support and infinite domain, 

converges toward constant correlation coefficients. The regionalized correlation 

coefficients for each spatial scale of variability, and the cases where the intrinsic 

correlation hypothesis holds are found independent of support and size of domain. This 

approach opens possibilities for multivariate geostatistics with data taken at different 

support. Two numerical examples from soil textural data demonstrate the change of 

correlation matrix with the size of the domain. In general, correlation between attributes 

is extended from the classic Pearson correlation coefficient based on independent 

samples to a most general approach for dependent samples taken with different support 

in a limited domain. 

Keywords: Dispersion covariances, Pearson correlation, multivariate geostatistics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Regionalized random functions describing the behavior of spatial dependent attributes 

may be multivariate. The collected data will be in 91'^ physical space represented by n 

sampling locations with p attributes (e.g., soil variables). The space of the attributes has 

a dimension less than p because of their correlation. A p by p correlation matrix of the 

Pearson correlation coefficients is classically computed as an estimate of the population 

correlation between attributes. Such an approach assumes independent samples or a pure 

nugget variogram. From geostatistics, each of the n sampling locations or any other 

point in the studied field is considered as a multivariate random variable. Then random 

variables are governed by a random function which following a linear decomposition 

into spatial scales of variability can be considered as the sum of q independent random 

functions, each governing one scale of variability (Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978, 

Wackemagel, 1985, 1988). In this paper, we are concerned with the role of spatial scales 

of variability, sample supports and size of the domain when computing classic correlation 

matrices for attributes. We also clarify the difference between the size of the domain 

and spatial scale of variability 

Univariate autocorrelation for second order stationary random functions can be 

computed from the variogram model. The normalized autocovariance is the 

autocorrelation function which is equivalent to the correlogram that quantifies the 

similarities between point locations separated by a vector h. The univariate correlogram 

can be used to find an integral scale in for a normalized /?(h) (Russo and Jury, 

1987); 
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J, = Jp(h) dh ( 1 )  

Such an approach provides information from the average correlogram between pairs of 

samples from zero to infinity. 

In the multivariate case the correlation between attributes is classically estimated in 

statistics with the Pearson correlation coefficient; 

where i and j are two attributes with sample variances s„. s^. and with sample 

covariance s,| The Pearson correlation coefficients consider independent samples taken 

with point support. 

A regionalized correlation coefficient is given by Wackernagel (1985) and (1988) as 

a spatial approach for the correlation between two attributes 

where u is a particular spatial scale of variability and b|| the elements of the matrix of 

coregionalization B" 

s, 
r, (2) 

r (3) 



In the multivariate geostatistics approach, the coregionalization matrices from the linear 

model of coregionalization are the sills for bounded components of a nested multivariate 

variogram which can be computed by the iterative algorithm of Goulard, and Voltz 

(1992) or simultaneous diagonalization explained by Myers (1994) and Xie and Myers 

(1995). For the case of the cross-covariograms the coregionalization entries can be 

interpreted as covariances between two attributes (e.g., soil variables). As in the case 

before, point support and infinite domains are assumed. 

As can be observed from the explanation above, the regionalized correlation 

coefficients depend on the computed scales of variability (Myers, 1997). They provide 

information that can be computed from the model matrix variogram but they can not be 

measured directly from unfiltered data from the field. Filtering of the spatial scales is 

sometimes applied to get data in the required spatial scales of variability Wackernagel 

(1985). Such filtered data has spatial components z": 

z (5) 
u = l 

The components z" should show a correlation for the attributes which is equal to the 

regionalized correlation coefficients r,". 

To understand spatial scales of variability as a different but related concept to size of 

a domain, dispersion variances should be analyzed. It is common practice to think that 

changing the sample support and the size of the domain is directly equivalent to changing 

spatial scales of variability. This is not true. In the present paper, we will show how 

sample support, size of the domain and spatial scales of variability are related. Also we 
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show how these considerations are directly related to correlation matrices between 

attributes. For such a goal, dispersion variance is invoked as an approach to the problem. 

Finally, the paper addresses the effect of change of support in the estimation of 

correlation between attributes. 

Linear Coregionalization 

The multivariate linear model of coregionalization allows a better understanding of 

multivariate spatial variability by decomposing it in some independent spatial scales of 

variability (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Wackemagel, 1985, 1988). The multivariate 

variogram of the sum of independent processes is equal to the sum of the variograms. 

Then 

U = l 
(6) 

or 

/n 

pi 

ip 
. . .  

-P 

• • •  r .  

Yu 

• •  

y' / pi 

r ip 

y '  
' :p 

/ ̂ ' PI pp 

+ ... + 

/  pi 

/.P 

-

pp J 

(7) 

Applying the linear model of coregionalization 

Tz =ZB"g"(h) (8) 
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r. = 
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PP 
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b?. 

b^P 

b'' 
PP 

g^h) (9) 

Dispersion Variances 

The dispersion variance is a central topic in geostatistics. It rises from the basic fact 

that variance between dependent samples is reduced when a larger physical size of each 

sample (sample support) is taken. Fundamental explanations based on the works of 

Krige and Matheron can be found in Joumel and Huijbregts (1978) , and Rendu (1978). 

A discussion is provided by Zhang, Warrick, and Myers (1987) and Myers (1993). 

Analytical procedures and numerical methods for computing dispersion variances are 

also provided by Joumel and Huijbregts. An early work by Smith (1938) practically 

demonstrates that variance is lost due to the mechanical averaging produced by 

increasing the physical size of the samples v called the size of non-point support. An 

example of the effect of size of domain is found in Miesch (1975), where Krige's formula 

is experimentally demonstrated. All these studies have restricted the analysis of 

dispersion variances to the univariate case. Thus, the total variance in a large domain or 

block V can be considered fixed and invariant for constant size V The dispersion 

variance is the difference between the total variance in a domain and the variance lost by 

taking non-point samples. However, when sample support v is held constant and the 

domain V becomes larger, the dispersion variance is expected to increase. Depending on 

the stationarity of the field, such an increase might lead to a limit. The variance inside a 



volume is computed by the mean variogram inside a volume. From the work of Krige 

and Matheron, it is common knowledge that dispersion variance for the univariate case 

is: 

D-(v|V)= - f(v,v) (10) 

where 

;7(V,V) = :^|dx |7(x-x')dx' (II) 
V 

The support of the block or domain V and the support of the pixel elements or samples v 

belong to a physical St** space of dimension d. 

THEORY 

Multivariate Dispersion Covariances 

Now we extend dispersion variance to the multivariate case. To compute the 

dispersion covariance matrix for the p attributes from the multivariate variogram we 

define a multivariate dispersion covariance matrix D'(v|V) by 

D-(v|V)= f ,  (V,V) - f^(v,v) (12) 

where r2(v, v') is the mean value of the flinction multivariate variogram r2(h) when 

one extremity of h moves in a volume v and the other extremity moves in v'. Then, 

D'(v|V) can also be written: 

D-(v|V) = ^fdx f (x-x')dx'-4rjdx f f2(x-x')dx' (13) 
V- i  i  V- i  J.  
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The diagonal entries of matrix D"(v| V) correspond to the univariate dispersion variances 

computed for each attribute. However, the off diagonal entries correspond to a new 

definition that we call dispersion covariances between the attributes. In this way, the 

concept of regularization of variograms can be extended to regularization of cross-

variograms. 

Dispersion Covariances and Spatial Scales 

To examine what happens when decomposing the dispersion variance matrix into 

spatial scales of variability, we invoke the linear model of coregionalization and 

substitute (8) into Equation (13). The result is: 

The coregionalization matrices are constant so they can be moved out of the integrals to 

I>'(v|V) = :^jdx I XB"g"(x-x')dx'-^ Jdx JXB"g''(x-x')dx' (14) 

For q spatial scales of variability, this is: 

give; 
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D-(v|V) = 
B 
V 

— J d x J  g J ( x - x ' ) d x '  +  • • •  + - ^ 5 - | d x  I  g ' ' ( x - x ' ) d x '  
V v~ • V 

f f B'' f r 
—ji&J g^(x-x')dx' + ••• +-^Jdx J g''(x-x')dx' 

(16) 

or 

D-(v|V) = X (r"(v,v) - r"(v,v)) (17) 
u = i 

We define coregionalized dispersion covariance matrices for each spatial scale by 

•""(vjVOwith 

D''-(v|V) =r"(V,V) - r- (v,v) (18) 

From Equation (17), the multivariate matrix of dispersion covariance for a domain or 

block V is the sum of the dispersion covariances for the spatial scales of variability, i.e., 

u 

D-(v|V) = Xd"'(v|V) (19) 

The elementary variograms g"(h) from the coregionalization model can be used to 

compute dispersion covariances with d"'(v|V)as the difference between mean 

elementary variogram fijnctions, to give from Equations (16) to (19) the result 

D"^(v|V)= B" (r(V,V)- r(v,v)) = B"d"-(v|V) (20) 

Thus, the ratio between the coregionalized dispersion covariance and the 

coregionalization matrix for scale u is given by d"'(v| V). It will be called elementary 

dispersion variance because it is computed from the elementary variogram. 
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Correlation CoefTicientes Under Varying Support 

Dispersion covariances are the difference between average cross-variograms 

computed for supports v and V. Therefore, D*(v| V) can be normalized: 

root square of the diagonal terms of the dispersion covariance matrix D '(v|V). When 

computed for the Z global random function, R(v|V)is a matrix estimator of correlation 

that accounts for sample support and size of the domain. Therefore, Equation (21) is a 

general form of the classic Pearson correlation coefficient. Also R(v| V) is an estimator 

closer to reality than the traditional estimator which is a particular case where the samples 

are point support and independent. For second order stationarity R(v|V) converges 

towards a constant correlation coefficient as the domain gets much larger than the largest 

range scale. If the cross-variograms do not reach a sill or the drift is not proportional for 

the attributes, the correlation does not reach a constant. If an element of matrix 

R(v| V) is plotted as a function of V for a constant v, we get a correlation graph as a 

function of size of domain V. As will be shown later, the correlation structure changes as 

V increases except for the case when the intrinsic hypothesis holds for correlation 

between attributes. 

Now we can compute the dispersion covariances and a restricted regionalized 

correlation R''(v|V)for each individual scale. At first glance, the regionalized 

R (v|V)=  (D^( V |V) ) (S^)  (21) 

where (S")- is a dispersion standard deviations diagonal matrix constructed with the 
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correlation coefficients r" defined by Wackemagel (1985) look like R"(v|V) when V is 

a domain much larger than the correlation length and v is point support R^COloc). The 

result is 

R"(v| V) = D"'(v| V) ) (S-^)" ^J (22) 

From Equation (20), R"(v!V)is 

R"(V|V) = [^(B" d'"(v|V))(d"'(v|V)b'')'^J (d"'(v|V)b")"(23) 

where (b") MS the diagonal matrix of dispersion standard deviations for each scale of 

variability. As the d""(v|V) terms cancel out, then R''(v|V)is reduced to the constant 

matrix of coregionalized correlation independent of support; 

( ' V" ' 
R"(v|V) =^B" (b")"- J (b")"- (24) 

This leads to: 

R"(v|V) = R"(0|oc) = R" (25) 

for any v < V. Thus, the interesting result is that correlation at each spatial scale of 

variability is independent of the size of domain and support. 

The next step is of course to find the relationship between the regionalized correlation 

coefficients R" and the general support dependent correlation R(v|V) for Z. From 

Equations (19) and (21) 
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r " iV ' XD-=(s=)'= (S=) = 
V U = !  J 

R(v|V) = 

Computing D""(v| V)from Equation (22) leads to 

(26) 

D"-(viV) = R"(v|V)(S'")- (S"')^ (27) 

R(V|V) = £ R'*(v|V)(S"')-' 
-r I " 1 

T 
1 

(S"-)^ (s 'r - ( S - ) ^  (28) 

Computing the standard deviations from the coregionalized dispersion matrices. 

Equation (20) gives 

Riy\V)  =  t l  
u=! 

d"^(v|V) ^d"-(v|V)b" Zd"'(v|V)b" (29) 

Note that this time the dispersion variances do not cancel out. Introducing the last two 

terms into the summation and defining "weight" matrices W" gives 

I 
W =(d"'(v|V)b")-' 2(d"-(v|V)b")| =S"S (30) 

and 

R(v|V) = (31) 

From these equations, we observe that R(v|V) depends on dispersion variances but not 

on total dispersion covariances. So sample support does not affect the correlation 

structure inside each spatial scale u but it does affect the correlation for the combined 
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random function Z. Note this result may allow computation of the correlation after 

mixing independent populations u. So, the attributes could be measured in separated 

physical domains as well. 

A special case for what R(vlV)does not depend on the dispersion variances is when 

the random function follows the intrinsic correlation hypothesis. From Sandjivy (1984) 

the linear model of coregionalization becomes 

Tz =Bi:c^g"(h) (32) 
u  I  

This means all the coregionalization matrices will be proportional and a single correlation 

structure between attributes occurs independently of the spatial correlation. From 

Equation (20), D""(v|V) is 

D"^(v|V)= B" (r(V,V)- r(v,v)) =Bc," d''^(v|V) (33) 

R"(v|V) is found equal to the intrinsic correlation R'"' by applying Equation (24) 

R"(v|V) =^B(b )'^J (b) -" =R'"' (34) 

Note c^" cancels out revealing the correlation matrix would be the same for any scale at 

any support v and size of domain V. Substitution of this result into Equation (29) and 

factoring out R'"' leads to 

R(vlV)= R'"'Xd"'(viV)c" 
u  

Z d " ^ ( v | V ) c "  
U - - 1  

R'"' (35) 

The cross-variogram of an attribute with itself is the variogram. So highly correlated 

variables should show similarities in shape between their variograms at each lag distance. 
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This occurs if the variograms are proportional. If the correlation versus support diagrams 

are not horizontal lines, then the intrinsic correlation hypothesis does not hold. 

It is important to observe that support considerations for computing correlations are 

not necessary if the intrinsic correlation holds. Equation (34) can easily be demonstrated 

if measured attributes come from samples at different support. So under the intrinsic 

correlation hypothesis, samples may be taken at larger or smaller support without altering 

the correlation between attributes. It is obvious that in all cases spatial information about 

sample correlation is lost due to large sample support. 

An interesting case is when the structure of variables does not follow the intrinsic 

correlation hypothesis. In the case of non-intrinsic correlation, support and size of domain 

are critical for mixing the spatial scales. If domains are too small or too large, support of 

samples will affect correlation between attributes on the total random function. In such a 

case. Equation (30) can be generalized to predict the effect of different support. The 

elementary dispersion variances in Equation (30) are scalar because they are the same for 

all attributes at spatial scale of variability u. In the case of different support. Equation 

(20) is modified by changing the scalar elementary dispersion variance by a diagonal 

matrix of elementary dispersion variances. 

where an element of d"" (v, | V,) is the elementary dispersion variance computed for 

specific V, IV . So Equation (30) becomes 

D"^(v,|V.)= B" (g"(V,,V,)- i"(v.,v,)) = B"d"^(v.|V.) (36) 

(37) 



Then, Equation (31) can be applied to compute such correlations. The computed values 

would be the correlations for attributes from samples at different support and even at 

different size of domain. However, in most of the cases we might like to avoid such 

computations and proceed with samples at the same support. A useful tool is the 

traditional regularization of variograms. The methods for regularization of variograms are 

rather simple. Each time the sample support is increased the dispersion variance is 

reduced according to Krige's formula. So substracting such reduction from the 

variograms is a good approximation (e.g., Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978, p.78). However, 

for our purpose we need regularized cross-variograms as a consequence of our 

multivariate extension of dispersion variances. After some analysis, it has been found that 

a regularized cross-variogram is found by computing a reduction of the dispersion 

covariance as defined by the matrix in Equations (18), (19), and (20). Suppose attribute 

A has been measured on samples support v, and domain V,. On the other hand, attribute 

B has been measured on samples support v^ and size of domain . The regularized 

variograms (h). (h) and cross-variogram /,u Bv,(h) would be approximated by; 

/.̂ v, (h) = /Au(h)-rAu( v , . v , )  =  X '̂.AS" ( h ) - Z t'."g"(v,,v,) 
u -  I  u = 1  

/Bv.Ch) = ;'BM(h)-^,(v,,vJ = XbBg"(h)-ZbBl"(v,,v,) (38) 
U=I U=1 

/av.bv, (h) = Xabo (h) - (v ,, V J) = 2 b .:Ug" (h) - Z b 1B VI^Cv-.V.) 
u=l u=l 

In practice we might like to do the opposite procedure, i.e., compute all variograms at 

p o i n t  s u p p o r t y ( h ) , / s o ( h )  , a n d ( h )  



Krige's Formula and the Spatial Scales of Variability 

In practice, we can split the field (G) in domains (V), and the domain in blocks (v), 

and the block in samples (0). In such a case the Krige's formula can be applied. Krige's 

formula becomes multivariate as dispersion covariance matrices are defined; 

D'(0|G) = D'(0|v) + D'(v|V) + D'(VIG) (39) 

Such formula can be expressed as a function of the spatial scales of variability in the 

same way as explained with Equation (20). 

4 q M 
D'(0|G) = X B" d"'(0|v) d'''(v|V) d"'(ViG) (40) 

u = l  u = l  u - l  

The dispersion (cross) covariance and the correlation between attributes classically 

computed within each domain carries the contribution of all the spatial scales of 

variability and the effect of sample support and size of the block and domain. However, 

for stationary fields correlation will approach a constant when the domain is much larger 

than the larger range scale. If such a larger spatial scale of variability is not bounded 

within the field of study then weaker stationarity and even drift may occur. If the non-

stationary attributes do not follow the intrinsic correlation hypothesis, the correlation 

between pairs of soil attributes or the studied variables will continue changing with the 

size of the field. 

Finally, the effect of anisotropy on univariate dispersion variance is known. Shape 

of the samples, blocks and domains will affect the computations, (Zhang, Warrick, and 

Myers, 1987). In the multivariate approach the problem becomes more complicated due 
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to the fact that anisotropy could show different behavior for different attributes. This 

topic is, for the most part, case specific. 

FIELD CASE EXAMPLES 

Two multivariate variograms for clay, sand, and silt have been modeled with the 

linear model of coregionalization. The two data sets come from studies in soils of the 

Maricopa Agricultural Center of the University of Arizona (MAC). The size of the 

domains studied in both data sets are very different. In both cases, the sample support 

may be considered close to point due to the small size relative to the size of the domain. 

However, results for small domains have been avoided. The first data set called MAC 

Fields 28-31 has an area of 1000 m by 1400 m (Warrick and others, 1990). The second 

data set is from a 50 m long trench sampled at a depth around 1.5 m at horizontal 

intervals of 0.5 m. This data set is called MAC EMS (Environmental Monitoring Site). 

From previous exploratory data analysis, it is known that each data set corresponds to an 

isotropic single multivariate population. Additionally, MAC Fields 28-31 is known to 

approximate second order stationarity. 

The sample variogram for MAC Fields 28-31 was computed from 182 samples in the 

upper 0.25 m of soil. Such samples were taken is such a way that they report information 

at almost all lag distances (Warrick and Myers, 1987). The model for clay, sand, and silt 

obtained is 

r,(h) 
7,098 -7 820 0.721 

-7820 8.616 -0794 

0721 -0794 0 073 

g (h) -

15.136 -23.182 8J03 

23 182 36.096 -12928 

8.303 -12928 4.631 

g'(h) 

1.918 - 4.086 3.281 

-4.086 20.918 -16797 

3281-1&797 13.489 

g'(h) 
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where the elementary variograms g'(h ) = ( l  -  5 (h)) is nugget with (5(h)=l if h=0 and 

5(h)=0 otherwise), g"(h)= spherical range 150 m, and g^(h)= spherical range 365 m 

have unit sills. The regionalized correlation matrices for clay, sand, and silt are 

calculated by normalizing the coregionalization matrices. Equation (31) is applied to 

compute the correlation for different sizes of domain. 

'l -0.9999 0.9994' 
T 

1 -0 9853 0.9853' 
T 

R(0(V) = -0.9999 1 -0.999 VV° w - -0.9853 I -1 W w -

0.9994 -0.999 1 0.9853 -1 1 
.  L 

I -0.6A5 0.6151 

-0.«5 1 -1 

0.6151 -1 1 

w= w= 

The "weight" diagonal matrices W for each V are computed with Equation (30). The 

required elementary dispersion variances d"''(v|V) and d'"^'(v|V) (Figure 1) for square 

domains have been analytically computed with the method of auxiliary functions 

described in Joumel and Huijbregts (1978). 

(FIGURE 1) 

From Equation (31), Figure 2 shows correlations between two attributes as a function 

of size of domain V. The support of samples has been held to a constant point support. 

(FIGURE 2) 

Figures 3 and 4 for MAC EMS are obtained by applying the same procedure for clay, 

sand, and silt on the next multivariate variogram; 

r,ci» = 
4.085 - 6.003 L925 

-6.003 22724 -16754 

1.925 -16754 14857 

g'(h) + 
3.724 - 3.789 Q096 

-3.789 1Q4359 -6.679 

Q096 -6.679 6.586 

rih) 
1312 -0.394 -1.931 

-0.394 0.067 0.329 

-1.931 0.329 1.613 

g'ch) 

where g'(h ) = ( I  -  5 (h)) is nugget with (5(h )=l if h=0 and 5(h)=0 otherwise), g"(h) = 

spherical range 5 m, and g''(h)= gaussian practical range 30 m are the elementary 
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variograms. The correlation between clay, sand, and silt attributes as a function of size of 

domain is given by the following relationship: 

"i -0.fi23 0.247 ' " 

T 
1 -06079 0.0193 

T 
1 - 1  - 1  

T 

R(av) = -0.€23 

0347 

1 

-0.9118 

-0.9118 

I 

W -0.6079 1 

0.0193 -0.8056 

-0.8056 

1 

w w - -1 

-1 

I -1 

-1 1 

w-

(FIGURE 3) 

Figure 3 shows the values of the spatial mean function of the elementary variogram or 

elementary dispersion variances d^(0|V) for square 2-D domains and point support. The 

rate of increase of dispersion variances depends on the range of the variograms and 

model of the elementary variogram; d^(0|V) may or not reach a constant inside the 

boundaries of the studied domain. Elementary dispersion variances for non-point support 

can be computed from Figures 1 and 3 by applying Krige's formula. 

(FIGURE 4) 

From Figures 2 and 4, the values of correlation between attributes are shown to be 

dependent on the size of the domain and may approach constant values for stationary 

fields (Figure 2). The correlation between pairs of attributes can increase or decrease 

depending on the contribution of total dispersion variances. The shape of the curves 

depends on Equation (30), where the "weights" depend on the diagonal of the 

coregionalization matrices and the elementary dispersion variances but not on dispersion 

(cross) covariances. This is an important observation, because the regionalized 

correlations R''(0|x)are independent of the size of domain but allow the computation of 

total correlation R(v|V) dependent of the size of domain. 



In general, for both data sets MAC Fields 28-31, and MAC EMS the correlation 

values computed from data with the classic Pearson correlation formula give similar 

results as R(0|c») predicted with Equation (31). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The approach presented here extends dispersion variance to the multivariate case. 

Regionalized dispersion covariance matrices were defined for each spatial scale of 

variability. Depending on sample support and size of the domain, such covariances have 

been found to represent the contribution of each scale of variability and each attribute to 

the total dispersion. This approach allows generalization of the Pearson correlation 

coefficient to a relationship that accounts for support and size of blocks and domains. The 

intrinsic correlation hypothesis and the coregionalized correlation coefficient have been 

analytically demonstrated to be independent of support. Krige's formula and the linear 

model of coregionalization have been related in terms of spatial scales of variability. 

This approach offers practical applications to utilize data obtained at different suppon. It 

also provides the reader with more tools to deal with the spatial scales of variability at 

different sizes of domains. 
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Figure 2. Correlation between attributes MAC Fields 28-31 
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ABSTRACT 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is commonly applied without looking at the "spatial 

support" (size and shape, of the samples and the field), and the cross-covariance 

structure of the explored attributes. This paper shows that PGA can depend on such 

spatial features. If the spatial random functions for attributes correspond to largely 

dissimilar variograms and cross-variograms, the scale effect will increase as well. On the 

other hand, under conditions of proportional shape of the variograms and cross-

variograms (i.e., intrinsic coregionalization), no scale effect may occur. The theoretical 

analysis leads to eigenvalue and eigenvector functions of the size of the domain and 

sample supports. We termed this analysis "growing scale PCA," where spatial (or time) 

scale refers to the size and shape of the domain and samples. An example of silt, sand and 

clay attributes for a second order stationary vector random function shows the correlation 

matrix asymptotically approaches constants at two or three times the largest range of the 

spherical variogram used in the nested model. This is contrary to the common belief that 

the correlation structure between attributes will become constant at the range value. 

Results of growing scale PCA illustrate the rotation of the orthogonal space of the 

eigenvectors as the size of the domain grows. The PCA results are strongly controlled by 

the multivariate matrix variogram model. This approach is useful for the exploratory data 

analysis of spatially autocorrelated vector random functions. 

KEYWORDS; Dispersion covariances, spatial support, Pearson correlation, spatial scales of 

variability, PCA, matrix variogram. 



INTRODUCTION 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is widely used to compute orthogonal 

components that are linear combinations of the correlated original variables (attributes). 

PCA is related to R-mode factor analysis when performed for the attributes (e.g., soil 

features). Principal component analysis may be computed from the covariance matrix or 

from the correlation matrix between attributes. The results are in general different. 

Although PCA does not require any assumptions about autocorrelation or independence 

between samples, the classic maximum likelihood estimators of covariance and variances 

used to compute Pearson correlations assume the samples are independent of each other. 

It is accepted that in many earth science problems, samples are spatially autocorrelated 

(e.g., Joumel and Huilbregts, 1978). However, PCA is commonly used as a data analysis 

tool without further considerations. The PCA eigenvectors are assumed valid without 

domain and sample support considerations. Also, exploration of data some times need to 

compare the eigenvectors structure from one place to another without "spatial support" 

restrictions. As we will show later, such a use of PCA and /?-mode factor analysis can be 

inadequate whether the coregionalization structure of the vector random function shows 

non-intrinsic coregionalization. 

In this paper, we analyze the effect of multivariate spatial auto and cross-dependency 

on classical PCA computed for attributes that are spatial realizations of a vector random 

function. We provide a theoretical analysis of the effect of autocovariance, cross-

covariance, sample supports and size of the domain for the PCA results. We called this 
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approach growing scale PCA. An example is included for completeness to illustrate the 

scale effect on PCA performed for real field data.. 

From classic PCA method to geostatistics 

The literature about PCA and factor analysis is extensive. Mardia, Kent, and Bibby 

(1979) and Basilevsky (1994) give many references. Preisendorfer (1988) provides an 

extensive applied explanation. In recent years, multivariate geostatistics has used PCA 

to simplify co-kriging. The basic idea is to apply PCA to get independent principal 

components, then rotate the data to obtain scores that could be kriged separately avoiding 

the necessity of modeling the cross-variograms required by co-kriging. The kriged scores 

can then be back rotated to the space of the original variables (Davis and Greenes, 1983). 

However, the statistically independent PCA scores are rarely spatially orthogonal. In 

other words, the cross-variograms for the PCA scores are not zero for all lag distances, 

and the idea of kriging the PCA scores as an ahemative to co-kriging becomes limited. 

From early works in geostatistics, it is known that the variogram of a random function 

can be decomposed by nested structures. Wackemagel (1985) explains the factorial 

kriging method which applies PCA to each multivariate nested structure separately. See 

also Sandjivy (1984). Thus, PCA techniques have been incorporated in geostatistics or 

more directly in variogram modeling and factorial kriging. In the above, there is no 

mention of the effect of autocorrelation, size and geometry of the domain and sample 

supports into the classic PCA for a finite physical domain. 



The PCA method 

Principal component analysis transforms a correlated set of attributes into an 

orthogonal set. The starting hypothesis is that the geometry of the problem allows the 

existence of orthogonal directions of variability E in the space of the attributes. A data 

set is defined as a n x p matrix Z of n samples and p attributes. Also a n x p matrix Y of 

independent scores is defined. For simplicity, the sample data Z are assumed to be 

centered (i.e , mean zero). Then, 

Y = Z E (I) 

and conversely 

Z =  Y E '  ( 2 )  

The matrix E is a p .>c p orthonormal, so that E ' can be replaced by E^. Thus, 

E^E = E E^ = I (3) 

For each possible new basis there exists a diagonal variance matrix L" of Y given by 

L-=i(Y^ Y) = diag[^,...^J ; z', >...^^>0 (4) 
n 

where n must be a large number of samples to obtain an unbiased estimator. 

Equivalently. U" is the estimated covariance matrix for Z 

U- = - (Z^Z) (5) 
n 

The total invariant variance is given by 

tracell" = 
,=l j=! 

where u^^ are the diagonal terms of U". 
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Also 

nU' = Z^Z = (YE^I^YE"" = E Y^YE^ (7) 

and 

L' = E^U' E (8) 

L" is maximized when E is the matrix of eigenvectors Q, and L" the diagonal 

matrix of eigenvalues X of the positive definite matrix 

Special care should be taken when applying the PC A rotation. Note that when the 

data are standardized (i.e., mean zero and variance I), the covariance matrix U' is the 

correlation matrix between attributes, otherwise U' is the covariance matrix. The 

matrices Q obtained fi-om the two cases are not the same. If standardized data z are used, 

the eigenvectors obtained from the correlation matrices may be scaled by the square roots 

The factors can be used for computation of non-standardized scores. Then, 

Y =  z A =  Z Q  

In general, use the eigenvectors to rotate the covariance matrix. 

of the eigenvalues [/I ]- to get the factors of /?-mode factor analysis 

A = Q[/1]^ (9) 

U' = Q A = A A^ (10) 

and 

Z= YQ^ ( 1 1 )  



The order of the rows of data in Z does not affect the results. PCA as just described 

does not take account of the physical location of the samples. Neither does it account for 

the size of the domain or terrain where the samples came from. Also it does not consider 

whether samples are autocorrelated and have different supports (i.e., size and shape of the 

samples). Note the difference with 0-mode factor analysis where the matrix of similarity 

is made between samples. In practice, y?-mode factor analysis analysis is applied without 

restrictions to autocorrelated data when 0-mode is also applied to the same data. We 

show that the results of PCA and therefore /?-mode factor analysis can be scale dependent 

if the samples are autocorrelated and cross-correlated. 

Multivariate Coregionaiization 

From the classic early works in geostatistics (e.g., Joumel & Huijbregts, 1978), the 

multivariate matrix variogram for p attributes can be considered as a nested structure of q 

independent random functions 

r,(h) = Xr;(h) (12) 
a=I 

where r2(h) is the multivariate matrix variogram for the original random function and 

(h) are the q nested structures (i.e., Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978). The linear model of 

coregionaiization is 

f,(h) = XB"g"(h) (13) 
u^l 
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bl, b ip '  'K  b?. 

r,(h)= 
b^. ... bl. 

g'(h)+ -•- + 
b?. - b^^ 

.I'p. -b!. . .b^. -b^p 

g ' ih )  (14) 

The coregionalization matrices B" can be used to compute regionalized correlations 

for each spatial scale of variability (Wackemagel 1985, 1995). 

b" 
r,:=-r=^ (15) 

These coefficients have the disadvantage that they are dependent on the structures 

utilized for modeling the multivariate variogram. Different modelers may derive different 

nested structures and therefore different regionalized correlations. Goulard and Voltz 

(1992), Myers (1994), Xie and Myers (1995) provide tools for modeling multivariate 

variograms. Wackemagel (1985) explains that coregionalization matrices B" can be 

diagonalized to give the spatially orthogonal coregionalized factors A" = E" where 

E" is a matrix of eigenvectors and a " a matrix of eigenvalues. Then, 

guT gu gu ^ 

A particular case of the linear model of coregionalization is when the 

coregionalization matrices are proportional. Then, the intrinsic coregionalization is 

r,(h) = BXb"g'*(h) (17) 
u = l 

In this case, the matrix B provides a global set of spatially orthogonal eigenvectors. 
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In the space of the increments, intrinsic coregionalization has long been recognized as 

a property of certain multivariate matrix variogram or autocovariance (Joumel and 

Huijbregts, 1978). These authors have explained the advantages of the intrinsic 

coregionalization in the space of the increments. Under the intrinsic coregionalization 

model of the variogram, the factors or principal components at each lag distance in the 

space of the increments are independent of the spatial structure (i.e., unique principal 

directions, see also Sandjivy, 1984; Wackernagel, 1985). Due to the lack of spatial 

orthogonality of the global scores, Wackernagel (1985) has applied the linear model of 

coregionalization to construct orthogonal coregionalized factors for each nested 

structure in the multivariate matrix variogram From Goovaerts (1993) the cross-

variograms for the rotated data show a lack of spatial orthogonality depending on the 

nested structures. Then, the computed global PCA principal components are not 

orthogonal at each lag distance due to the non-intrinsic coregionalization. 

Note that all of the above analyses (already classic) were made in the space of the 

increments (i.e., the eigenvectors are computed from the matrix variogram at each lag 

distance). In statistics, we wish an analysis in the average physical space or a region. 

Therefore, a spatial average analysis is introduced that could provide information about 

correlation and PCA analysis in the average physical space. 

THEORY 

Multivariate dispersion covariance matrix 

We introduced the extension of the classic univariate dispersion variance to the 

multivariate case (Vargas-Guzman, Warrick, and Myers, 1999). As a consequence of 
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considering cross-variograms and dispersion (cross) covariances, a covariance matrix for 

p attributes measured in elements of size v that exactly make up the domain of size V is 

given by 

D- (v iV)  = -^ Jdx  J  r^ (x -x ' )dx '  -  — Jdx  |  r^(x-x ' )dx '  
V- J 

(18) 

where r2(h) is the multivariate matrix variogram for a vector spatial random function 

Z(x) 

r , ( h )  =  
/:i(h) 

/p,(h) 

/ i p (h )  

/:p(h) 

/pp(h) 

(19) 

and 

D -(v|V) = 

D^,(vjV) ... DfJv|V) 

D;,(v|V) 

'P 

D:p(v|V) 

D^,(v|V) •••D;,(v|V) 
PP 

(20) 

The diagonal entries Di;(v|V) are the univariate dispersion variances and the off-

diagonal entries Dij(v|V) are the dispersion (cross) covariances between pairs of 

attributes (e.g., soil or geological features). The meaning of the dispersion covariance 

between two regionalized attributes is the same as the classic statistical covariance but it 

is conditioned to the geometry of v and V and the governing matrix variogram. Although 

the term dispersion cross-covariance could be used, the term dispersion covariances is 

maintained because for an infinite second order stationary domain and point sample 
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support D"(v|V) converges to the classic statistical covariance between attributes. A 

single dispersion covariance between two attributes i and j is given by the difference 

between the average cross-variogram function within the domain V and within the 

elements v that exactly make up V 

DS(v|V) = :^Jdx J r,;(x-x')dx' - -Vjdx J ;^,/x-x')dx' (21) 
* V V" ^ V V-

where (h) for i  ^ j is the cross-variogram between / and j .  

We also introduced a geostatistically scaled multivariate correlation matrix 

(22) R (v|V)= (D-(V |V))(S^) N  (S^) -' 

where (S")- is a diagonal matrix of dispersion standard deviations constructed with the 

root square of the diagonal terms of the dispersion covariance matrix D'(v|V). Thus, the 

scaled correlation matrix is 

R (v I V) = 

1 ... r, p(v |V)  

r:,(v|V) ... r,p(v|V) 

rp,(v|V) 1 

(23) 

These correlations depend on the sample supports, size and shape of the domain, and the 

multivariate matrix variogram. Such a correlation matrix for a second order stationary 

infinite domain converges to the classic multivariate correlation matrix of Pearson 

coefficients for independent samples. We propose that dispersion covariance matrices 

and scaled correlation matrices computed for regionalized variables can be used for PCA. 
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We term this to be a growing scale PCA. Several advantages can be exploited by 

conditioning the results of PCA to the shape and size of the domain and samples taken. 

This technique is useful for exploratory data analysis of spatially auto and cross-

correlated data. It includes analysis with samples at different support and domains of 

different size. Also this technique is useful for multivariate time series where 

autocorrelation can produce an effect on the PCA results. 

Growing scale PCA 

For a vector random function Z(x), dispersion covariance matrices such as Equation 

(20) can be expressed as continuous variance functions of V with v constant. For a given 

size V of the elements or blocks, a matrix of functions can be obtained by a variable w to 

describe V: 

D" (w) = 

D,',(w) ... Dfp(w) 

D:,(w) ••• D;p(w) 

D; , (w)  -D-pCw)  

(24) 

In practice w may change quasi-continuously by steps depending on the support v. 

For point support, D"(w)will be truly continuous. In this case, D"(w)is a spatial 

average from the model multivariate matrix variogram in the region of size w. Therefore, 

it is a variance estimated from the ensemble and not only for a particular realization. 

Now define a new spatial vector random function within the neighborhood w=W 

Y(x|W) = (Y,(x|W), ..., Y,(x|W)} (25) 

where x represents the physical location, this leads to 
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I 
— jY,(x|W)Y>(x|W)dx = ^ (26) 

where Sj^ = 0 for j k and I otherwise is a Dirac delta function and A the corresponding 

eigenvalue. Note that the Yj(x|W) functions are uncorrelated on the average but may or 

may not be spatially orthogonal. The representation of Y(x|W)is a vector of score 

spatial random functions rotated from the original random functions with the 

eigenvectors Q and eigenvalues A obtained for a neighborhood of size W. Then, 

where Z(x) is centered by the mean vector. 

Now, instead of taking a single size W, we will allow the size of the domain to 

change a differential of size dw. So the size of the domain will be continuously growing 

with its shape conserved. The variable or set of variables that will measure such a growth 

is w. As will be explained, Q(w) will be a matrix of functions changing as the size w 

changes. Then Y(x, w)from 

is a family of random functions that change as the size of the domain w changes. 

Y(x|W) = Z(x)Q (27) 

Y(x,w) = Z(x)Q(w) (28) 

Q, , (w) . . .  Q , p(w)  

(29) 

Qp , (w) . . .  Qpp(w)  

where all elements are Sanctions. Z(x) may be standardized by the standard deviation. 

The matrix of eigenvectors Q(w) is orthonormal for each w. Then, 

Q(w)Q'(w) = I (30) 



The eigenvector functions or factor functions can be computed from the dispersion 

covariances 

Q^(w) D-(w) Q(w) = >r(w) (31) 

where A (w) is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalue functions. If Q(w) becomes constant 

for a certain size of neighborhood then Q(w) = Q and we can call k (w) the dispersion 

covariances of the principal component random functions for the size of the 

neighborhood. 

In the same way, PCA can be performed from the matrix of correlation functions for 

the attributes such as Equation (23). Such a correlation function is not the spatial 

correlation but it is an average correlation between attributes or feature variables within a 

domain of size w when samples are taken at the size v. Thus, by knowing the correlation 

functions between attributes as a flinction of the size of the domain, a matrix of functions 

R(w) can be constructed. Consider again uniform support. Then, we have 

e'^(w) R(w) e(w) = /^(w) (32) 

where e(w) and /^(w) are the eigenvectors and eigenvalue functions for the size w. 

R(w) is similar to the dispersion covariance for standardized data. Note, the 

standardization is not constant because the diagonal matrix d(w)of standard deviations 

is a function of the size of the domain. Therefore, assuming the mean is 

independent of the size of the domain. 

^standardized w) = (Z(x)-//)(d(w))"' (33) 



If data are available, a different set of standardized z can be computed for each size of 

neighborhood w. 

The linear model of coregion;tHzation and growing scale PCA 

Intrinsic correlation in the average space of the regionalized variables is a particular 

case where the classic correlation matrix R between attributes is independent of the size 

of the domain and sample supports. Therefore, a unique numerical matrix of 

eigenvectors is obtained for any size w. Under intrinsic correlation, if the covariance 

matrix is used for PCA, the eigenvalues grow proportionally to the elementary dispersion 

variances. The eigenvectors remain independent of size and shape of the domain and 

sample supports. This allows, in some ways, legitimate application of some techniques 

designed for independent samples (i.e., classic PCA) to a spatially correlated vector 

random functions. However, in most of the cases correlation is non-intrinsic. We have 

shown that it is wrong, although commonly done, simply to ignore the effect of the size 

and shape of the domain and sample supports when analyzing results of PCA or /^-mode 

factor analysis. 

For non-intrinsic correlation, dispersion covariances can be calculated separately for 

each nested structure u of the multivariate variogram. 

D"'(v|V) =  :^jdx J r ;„(x-x')dx' - ^ jdx j  (x - x')dx' (34) 

Also we have, 

D"'(v|V)= B"d"(v|V) (35) 
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where d'*(v|V)is the scalar elementary dispersion variance computed from the 

elementary average variogram g" (h). 

d'^(v| V) = ̂ Jdx Jg''(x-x')dx'--^Jdx |g"(x-x')dx' (36) 
V- J 
^ V V 

Holding V constant and considering D''*(v| V) as a function of the size w of the growing 

domain, the eigenvector property is 

Q"\w) D"'(w) Q''(w) =d'"(w)[Q"'B" Q"] = d'"(w)/r (37) 

In this way, the coregionalized factors (constant) are related to the eigenvector functions 

for growing domains. 

The total dispersion variance for the elements of support v in the growing domain is 

D'(w) =i;D"-(w) d"'(w) (38) 
u=I  u- -^ I  

Then, D"(w)is 

D^(w) =Xd"'(w)[QVr"Q"' ] (39) 
u= I 

and the total eigenvalues matrix is 

L^(w) = Q(w)|^Xd"'(w)[Q''A " Q"' ]J (Q(w))' (40) 

As can be seen from the equations above, no direct relationship exists between the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each nested structure (i.e., coregionalized factors) and 

the global eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a given w. Rotation is required to make the q 
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spaces parallel (on the original variables space) and then a sum and a global rotation on 

the total eigenvectors will produce the L"(w) matrix. 

Under the intrinsic correlation 

D-(w) =Xd'*-(w) =BXb" d-'Cw) (41) 

r "  "i  
L^(w) - Q (w) Xb"d'''(w) B(Q(W)) (42) 

Vu^l  J  

there is a single constant eigenvectors structure computed from matrix B. This case is not 

common in practice and the eigenvectors will change whether the multivariate matrix 

variogram model is not an intrinsic coregionalization. 

Eigenvalues and dispersion variances 

Eigenvalues computed from dispersion covariance matrices such as Equation (25) can 

be interpreted as dispersion variances when they are functions of the size of the domain 

and sample supports Then, the L"(w) are dispersion variances of a vector random 

function. Unfortunately, since the principal components are not constant in most 

instances (i.e., they are non-intrinsic independent), L"(w) corresponds to different 

orthogonal spaces for each w. This complicates its practical use for computing 

variograms. However, we could find cases in practice where the deviation of the 

eigenvectors from constant values is very small at least for a local neighborhood. 

Although the lack of orthogonality may arise at larger lag distances due to non-intrinsic 

correlation caused by different long range or drift component in each attribute, still a 

local stationarity may be sufficient for kriging purposes. Also, we can consider locally 
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intrinsic correlation as valid for a restricted neighborhood w depending on how much the 

experimental eigenvectors from growing scale PCA depart from constants within w. In 

such a case, we postulate computation of variograms from variances. In one dimension, 

the method starts by computing a numerically estimated covariance functions from 

experimental dispersion covariances for point support. Next is growing scale PCA in a 

sequence of regularly increasing size of the domain w, where w is less than or equal to 

the local neighborhood. The eigenvalues can be used to construct a numerical 

representation of a G ̂  function 

G"(w) = w'L'(w) (43) 

Then, the sample variogram for the probable intrinsic principal components in the 

neighborhood is 

d "G"(w) 
/v(h)=—^ (44) 

2c  w 

This approach is justified if the sample eigenvectors deviate only slightly or not at all 

from constants. However, such vectors are taken from the sample, which in fact is 

obtained from a particular realization (i.e., regionalized random variable) of the random 

function. Therefore, they may deviate from the intrinsic correlation even if the ensemble 

or total vector random function is intrinsically correlated. In this sense, the question 

would be: How much tolerance should be given to the non-constant sample 

eigenvectors? Of course, this question should be answered according to experimental 

observations depending on each particular case. 
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The principal components diagonal matrix variogram can be modeled. Then, the 

orthogonal variogram can be used to generate an intrinsic multivariate variogram of the 

original variables restricted to the neighborhood. Alternatively, the data can be rotated to 

work in the space of the eigenvectors. This approach may allow kriging of the scores. 

FIELD EXAMPLE 

To illustrate a numerical example of growing scale PC A, a typic torrifluvents soil 

classified as Trix soil series has been utilized. The fields are called MAC 28-31 located at 

the Maricopa Agricultural Center of the University of Arizona (Warrick and Others, 

1990). For this example, clay, sand and sih were chosen, from 16 monitored attributes, 

because they guarantee nice PCA results. These attributes have significant linear 

correlations, close to normal probability distributions, second order stationarity and a nice 

coregionalization model. These textural attributes are commonly used in soil 

classification and PCA analysis of soil multivariate systems including water content and 

chemical attributes. Note, one of the attributes can be expressed as a function of the other 

two; this additional piece of information is beneficial for our example because it assures 

the system of three attributes will reduce to two orthogonal factors. Since the three 

attributes add to a constant everywhere the variogram of their sum should be theoretically 

zero. Under intrinsic correlation these attributes should not show scale effects. 

A matrix variogram computed for attributes clay, sand and silt respectively was 

modeled with the linear model of coregionalization following Equation (14) 

r,(h)= 

7.098-7.820 0.721 

-7 820 8.616 -0 794 

0 721 -0 794 0 073 

g'(h)-

15.336-23 182 8.303 

-23 182 36.096-12.928 

8 303 -12928 4 631 

g'(h)-

1918 -4086 3.281 

-4 086 20 918 -16 797 

3.281 -16 797 13.489 

g'(h) 
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where the elementary variograms g'(h)=(l - 5(h)) is nugget with (5(h)=I if h=0 and 

5(h)=0 otherwise), g'(h) is spherical of range 150 m with unit sill, and g''(h) = spherical 

range 365 m with unit sill. This model has been checked for closure by considering the 

variogram of the sum of the three attributes should be close to zero. This 

coregionalization model shows the studied attributes are non-intrinsically correlated. 

Thus, the scaled correlation model expressing Equation (22) as the linear combination of 

nested random functions is: 

r(w) 
1 -0.9999 0.9994 

-0.9999 I -0.999 

0.9994 -0999 1 

W' w -
1 -0 9853 0.9853 

-0.9853 I -I 

0.9853 -1 I 

W W - -0.6J5 
06J5I 

-0.6J5 0.6451 

I -I 

where the numerical matrices are the regionalized correlation coefficients. The diagonal 

matrices W" for each domain V and support v are calculated from 

W" =(d"'(v, I V)b")^ ^(d"'(v, |y)b") =S"S"' (45) 

where the elementary dispersion variances d^'^"(vtV) and d'"'"(v| V)for each spatial 

scale of variability are computed with Equation (36) and b" are diagonal matrices from 

the major diagonal of the coregionalization matrices. Note the high correlations of the 

nugget component are attributed to the coregionalization matri.x utilized. In some cases, 

the nugget effect is also associated to measurement errors. Also note, if the total nested 

multivariate matrix variogram is held constant, then changing the involved structures of 

spatial components should not change the global scaled correlations. 
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The scaled correlation model has been plotted for square domains of side 

0 < w < 2000 m and square sample supports {point, 50, 100 and 150} in Figure 1 Point 

support has been assumed for samples that are much smaller than the sampled field. This 

figure provides abundant information about the correlation behavior. Note these curves 

give clear idea about the scale of spatial cross-correlation too. For point support, the 

correlation between two attributes of this soil approaches a constant at two and three 

times the largest range (i.e., largest spatial scale of variability) in the nested model matrix 

variogram. The asymptotic convergence for large size of domains is due to the second 

order stationarity of the random functions. For larger sample supports, correlation 

functions tend to be shifted to the right. The shape of those curves is controlled by the 

contributions of the spatial components to the dispersion variances present in the W" 

diagonal matrices multiplied by the regionalized correlation coefficients. 

The correlation function for silt and clay shows a maximum for w close to 150 m. 

The shift to the right is due to the averaging within square domain and sample supports. 

Note 150 m also corresponds to the range of one of the nested structures. The scaled 

correlation between silt and sand is a monotonically decreasing function. On the other 

hand, the correlation between sand and clay is a monotonically increasing fijnction. An 

observation is that, in the three cases, the asymptotic correlation is decreasing in absolute 

value as the sample supports increases. 

(FIGURE 1) 

Growing scale PCA computed from the correlation functions of Figure 1 illustrates 

the scale dependency of the results. Figure 2 illustrates the eigenvalues as a function of 
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the size of the domain and sample supports. The first eigenvalue has values higher than 

one meaning that it absorbs most of the variability. Recall these eigenvalues are 

standardized variances. As expected, the third eigenvalue in Figure 2 takes very small 

values and could be dropped out from the system. For factor analysis, the smaller 

eigenvalue is interpreted as noise. However, in this example, it has some structure. Due to 

the strong deviation from the intrinsic correlation, the shapes exhibit a maximum for the 

first eigenvalue and a minimum for the second eigenvalue. Both extremes occur around 

150 m. The magnitude of the scale effect will depend on each particular vector random 

fiinction. Such an effect will be more dramatic for attributes having highly different 

variograms and cross-variograms. 

(FIGURE 2) 

Figures 3 to 5 illustrate the matrix of scale dependent eigenvectors. Note each figure 

is an eigenvector which has three components. Their locations in the matrix are given in 

parenthesis. Figure 3 is the plot for the first eigenvector or principal component. The 

three elements of the eigenvector correspond to the cosine of the angle (correlation) 

between the eigenvector and the original variables clay, sand and silt respectively. For the 

intrinsic hypothesis we would get constant values (i.e., horizontal lines), so deviations 

from straight lines can be interpreted as rotations. The figures showing eigenvectors are 

strongly influenced by the correlations shown in Figure 1. The clay component exhibits a 

monotonic increasing behavior, the sand component shows a minimum and the silt 

component is a monotonically decreasing function. The absolute values of the three 
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components of the first eigenvector are similar. However, the first eigenvector has 

slightly higher correlation with sand. 

(FIGURE 3) 

Figure 4 shows a principal component that is strongly correlated (in absolute value) to 

clay and silt, but less correlated to sand. This eigenvector becomes asymptotically scale 

independent for w larger that 1000 m. This is of course a consequence of the 

coregionalization. The three components are monotonically decreasing functions. The 

shift to the right due to larger sample supports is observed for smaller domains. 

(FIGURE 4) 

The third eigenvector is more correlated to sand. The sand component exhibits a 

maximum (Figure 5). The clay component exhibits a monotonically decreasing function. 

On the other hand, the correlation with silt is an increasing function. 

(FIGURE 5) 

The three eigenvectors and eigenvalues all exhibit the asymptotic behavior due to second 

order stationarity In general, large scale effect would result from other attributes 

corresponding to highly non-proportional variograms and cross-variograms. Cases where 

samples are taken at different support may exibit larger scale effects in correlation and 

PCA. Note that anisotropy will be also important and case specific. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Scale dependent principal component analysis (PCA) is a consequence of the non-

intrinsic coregionalization present in the multivariate matrix variogram. Therefore, 
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performing PCA for a vector random function should be done cautiously when the 

spatial correlation structure is unknown. Exploratory studies using PCA should consider 

the spatial autocorrelation existing between the data. The size, shape of the domain and 

sample supports can be taken into account by utilizing dispersion (cross) covariances. 

This leads to a PCA approach that accounts for the geometry and spatial correlation of 

the vector random function. This approach has been called a "growing scale PCA." 

Results of this technique, applied to correlation matrices of textural soil data, demonstrate 

that asymptotic behavior of the PCA results exists under second order stationarity. 

However, for smaller domains the results of PCA can be strongly scale dependent. In 

conclusion, PCA and ^-mode factor analysis as traditionally used may be highly limited 

in earth science studies if are performed without considering the spatial auto and cross-

correlation. Potential exists for using this type of exploratory tool for quantitatively 

deteaing the spatial scales of variability and also for deteaing intrinsic correlations for 

local neighborhoods. 
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ABSTRACT 

Geostatistical analysis of spatial random functions frequently uses the approach of 

computing sample variograms fi^om increments of samples of the regionalized random 

variable. This paper addresses the theory of computing variograms not fi^om increments 

but firom spatial variances. The motivation for this is to better explain the relationship 

between the average space and the space of point locations. Variance is understood as a 

parametric and second moment average feature of a population. However, it is well 

known that when the population is for a stationary spatially autocorrelated random 

function, variance becomes a function of the size and geometry of the studied region. 

Spatial variance is conceptualized as an estimation variance or the average variogram 

between two physical regions or a region and itself If variance could be measured within 

several sizes of windows, then, a total variance fijnction of the coordinates describing the 

size and shape of windows can be constructed. It is demonstrated here that the derivative 

of such variances reduces the topological dimension of one of the congruent regions 

involved in the spatial variance within windows. After, the necessary amount of 

derivatives, the variance becomes a point to point variance which is related to the 

variogram. The approach is extended to derivatives of covariances between attributes that 

lead to the cross-variogram. The case of non-point sample support of the blocks or field 

elements is also included. Cases in rectangular and polar coordinates are analyzed for 

completeness. Numerical examples illustrate the validity of this conceptualization. 

KEYWORDS: Scales, multiresolution, moving windows, regularized variograms, spatial 
variances, spatial covariances. 



INTRODUCTION 

A regionalized random variable z(x) is a spatial realization of a random function 

Z(x) at all X within a spatial region. There is a random variable Z(xi) associated with each 

location Xi. The model variogram represents the correlation between the Z(xi)'s and is the 

tool most widely applied to describe the spatial structure of a random function. Usually, 

the sample variogram is computed from a sample set of z(xi)'s values taken at several 

locations Xj. A z(xi) also represents a unique sample of Z(xi). The random function has to 

be intrinsic or second order stationary in order for the variogram to exist and be 

independent of the location (Matheron, 1971). Spatial variance within a region is 

computed as an average of the variogram function between all pairs of points in a region 

(Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978). At first glance, the spatial information contained in the 

variance is lost due to the averaging process within a fixed region. In this paper, we 

analyze the relationship between spatial variances and the variogram to allow recovery of 

the variogram from variances. We develop the theory which allows computation of 

sample variograms from classical variances (no square increments) within different size 

regions or windows. The geometrical meaning of the concept of derivative of spatial 

variances of regionalized variables is developed as well. 

Classically, the variogram is estimated fi-om square increments (Matheron 1971, 

1973). Following an ergodic approach, data is obtained by measuring the regionalized 

variable of interest (attribute) z(x) in collected samples z(xi). Statistical estimators are 

used to compute estimates for the parameters from the data. Then, the sample variogram 

is; 
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1 
/(h) (1) 

where h represents the separation vector between two points and N(h) the number of 

pairs. The expected value of the increments is zero. Obviously, the latter approach 

requires a large number of pairs N(h). Such a situation may be possible when a regular 

sampling grid is used. Otherwise, grouping the increments into distance classes is 

commonly used. Even in the case of a regular sampling grid grouping is frequently 

required. For such a purpose, the tolerance angle and distance are subjectively chosen for 

grouping classes (Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978; Myers and others, 1982). Obviously, this 

affects the uniqueness of the sample variogram and also smoothes the calculated 

variogram values. Moreover, Warrick and Myers (1989) show that the optimum 

sampling strategy for computing variograms at small lag distances is obtained from a 

non-regular grid for a criteria of like numbers of pairs in separation classes. So we have a 

dilemma between the optimum sampling strategy and computing sample variograms with 

Equation (1). 

To solve the problem of computing univariate variograms from an irregular sampling 

grids. Sen (1989) proposed avoiding the grouping algorithm by using a cumulative 

variogram. Sen defined the cumulative variogram as the integral of the variogram from 

zero to h. The integral of the variogram has been used by early authors of geostatistics as 

a mathematical step to develop auxiliary functions for computing dispersion variances 

and not for the computation of variograms (Clark, 1976, and Joumel and Huijbreghts 

1978). Moreover, Myers (1994 ) pointed out that the numerical integration proposed by 
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Sen (1989) was wrong. Delay and de Marsily (1994) obtained correct numerical 

integration to account for the irregular spacing of the data. In that way, the integral of the 

variogram is a tool to adjust the variogram "instead" of the cumulative variogram. The 

paradigm of computing the sample variogram from increments is maintained because 

they are needed to obtain the numerical integral of the variogram. However, the intuitive 

or geometric meaning of the integral of the variogram is not explicitly stated in the 

studies mentioned above. 

Now, consider how the numerical computation of the variogram under an ergodic 

approach would change if for any technological development we could take an individual 

sample (e.g., soil sample) and in addition to measuring a mean attribute, could also 

measure its included spatial variance within the area V. Then, our data set would not be 

just a set of local means but a set of variances as well. Instead of taking a small size 

point sample, suppose the analytical instrument could scan space and measure windows 

for larger and larger physical sizes V. The process might be repeated for several 

locations, so the individual samples may systematically overlap in moving and growing 

windows. Then instead of using the traditional data values z(Xj) we could use the average 

variances var(z(xi(V)) to compute the variogram. 

How can variances be used to compute variograms? That is the question answered 

here. This has not been proposed before. We know that variances within a spatial region 

depend not only on the size of the region but also on the shape and geometry. How does 

this affect the variogram computation? This paper develops the theory for computing 

variograms from data variances by analysis of the effect of shape and topological 
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dimension of growing regions and functional spatial variances. Then, the approach is 

extended for the regularized variogram and the multivariate variogram. Finally, an 

example with simulated data is illustrated and a discussion of why we may be interested 

in such an approach. 

Why Relate Variances to the Variogram? 

To motivate the reader, we mention some examples where the theory discussed in this 

paper may be applied. Before going into those examples, we think of macro and micro-

state random functions. In the micro-state, point support is an ideal assumption. In actual 

experience several natural properties may lose meaning when point data are considered. 

However, several cases occur where the meaningful elements are much smaller than the 

physical domain of interest making the point support assumption practically applicable. 

In practical cases, measuring each individual "point" in the random field is impossible, so 

we resort to macro-state random functions. This is analogous to statistical physics which 

is applied to get information about the micro-state from observations of the macro-state. 

If the elements or point components of the system are fully random and stationary (i.e., 

white noise and maximum entropy) the variance may be independent of the scale of the 

macro-states (i.e., support or resolution). However, when a certain order exists (following 

the variogram), entropy is reduced by reducing the physical size of the region of interest 

and the dispersion within such a region is spatial scale dependent. Joumel and Deutsch 

(1993) present relationships between the variogram and spatial entropy. 

The first example is when the macro-state is measured instead of the micro-state, for 

example, the particle size distribution in soils, sediments and rocks. The grains are not 
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measured, instead, a sample is sieved and the finer fi-actions are determined by indirect 

methods such as sedimentation. The result is a histogram or an estimated distribution 

function for each sample. Each one of the analyzed samples is an "organized" macro-

state. Therefore, the expected dispersion (i.e., standard deviation) is dependent on the 

sample support. Dispersion within each of the experimental histograms will increase as 

the sample support increases. Now, consider samples taken at several supports (holding 

the basic shape constant), each set of samples of the same support may be considered a 

sample of a macro-state or average regionalized variable belonging to some macro-state 

random function. For larger supports samples may be obtained by using bulking 

techniques. With a discrete sequence of supports, a sample variance plot can be 

constructed. This is used for computing a point variogram with the theory developed 

below. This same example may be applied for other type of attributes such as pore size 

distribution in soils. Again variance within a sample depends on sample support. 

Unfortunately, pore size distribution analysis is limited to small physical size of samples 

and very soon we may reach laboratory limitations due to support. 

Another example is from remote sensing. Some authors analyzing fi'actal dimensions 

have claimed that multiresolution is required for further research in scale issues (e.g., 

Quattrochi and Goodchild, 1996). However, most studies on scale have been very 

empirical with limited theory for correct scaling up or down. The theory described here 

provides a practical justification for multiple resolution. For example, the finest 

resolution of Landsat images is 30 m x 30 m pixels. Such resolution comes from the 

sampling of the reflectance along the scan line called the analog display (Sabins, 1986). 



It is obvious that noise due to interference in the image will increase when sampling is 

made for smaller resolution. However, part of the noise is due to the spatial variances. 

Technical optical difficulties are not within the scope of our research. In this work we 

are interested in spatial variances. In this example they could be measured from the 

analog display signal within several sizes of pixels. Then, a multi-resolution imager 

would provide a set of images and within pixels variances for the same episode at 

increasing resolutions. Those within pixels variances can be used to construct a sample 

variance versus resolution plot, which allows to computing a point variogram. 

Variance and the Spatial Structure 

For second order stationary spatial random functions (i.e., homogeneous random 

fields), variance will asymptotically approach the value of the sill of the variogram as the 

size of the field gets larger and larger. If the field is just intrinsic stationary, the spatial 

variance may continue increasing with the size of the field. From the early works of 

geostatistics developed by Krige and Matheron, it is known that the expected dispersion 

variance D'(v|V) is the spatial variance between the spatial elements of support v that 

exactly make up the domain of physical size V. Then, 

D-(v| V)=;7(V,V)-/(v,v) (2) 

where ^(V, V) is the average variogram value in the region of size V, and /(v.v) is the 

average variogram within the elements of support (i.e., physical size and shape) v. 
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In general, it is better to think of two regions of size V, and 9' of size V 

Where t and s are the topological dimensions of c;' and 9', respectively. In general, 

X (V, V) can be computed from; 

The lag distance between two points x and x' is defined as h = fi[x, x') where the points 

X and x' are defined by their location coordinates. The double integral in (3) means that 

one extremity of the lag distance function h = f(x, x') is scanning the points in q' and 

the other extremity is scanning the points in the coupled region i9^ Joumel and 

Huijbregts (1978) provide details of Equations (2) and (3). Since the regions q' of size 

V and i9^of sizeV are in t and s topological dimensions respectively. Equation (3) can 

be applied to different dimensional domains. For example, t= 3 and s=2 means that one 

region g' is a volume and i9^ a surface. Therefore, there are t + s integrals in (3). 

Equation (3) is also used to compute /(v, v'). In the case of Equation (2), the 

elements co' of size v make up exactly the region q' of size V, and the elements 

make up exactly the region 9'' of size V . The elements are equivalent to pixels in remote 

sensing, and blocks in mining. Physical samples are also considered elements. 

Finally, the concept of spatial variance within a single physical region (e.g., window) 

implies the two mathematically defined regions are congruent i9^ sq', t = s and V = 

V . For point support elements, such spatial variance is the average variogram function 

V V 

(3) 



/(y,V) between all possible pairs of points fomned between two congruent regions q' 

and 9'. If the physical region is composed by congruent disjoint elements of size v that 

exactly make up V, the term "dispersion variance" is applied following Equation (2). 

For elements of point support (v -> 0) Equation (2) mathematically reduces to: 

D-(0 |V)=  r (V,V)  (4)  

For our purpose, V represents the size of a window or physical region for which the 

variance is known. Then, for t=l, q' can have the shape of a straight line of size L, or an 

arc segment of radius r and length L, or any curved segment For t=2 the most common 

case is a rectangle (block). The case of a circular sector is also analyzed. 

THEORY OF DERIVATIVES OF SPATIAL VARIANCES 

Physical size and functional variances 

The size V of a region q' can be measured as a length for t= 1, an area for t=2 or a 

volume for t=3 Individual points can be represented in rectangular, polar, cylindrical, 

spherical or even curvilinear coordinates. The variogram as classically defined is 

expressed as a function of straight spatial Euclidean lag distances h which can be 

expressed in any system x,...xj of coordinates. Then, h = /(X|...Xj). Moreover, the 

size of a block or pixel v can be expressed as a function of a coordinates system 

W|...Wj which is parallel to x,...xj. For example, if the block is a rectangular area 

V = w,w, the area of the block is just the product of its sides. If the region is not a 

rectangle another coordinate system is required. For our purposes, it is convenient to 



study spatial variances expressed in coordinates w,...wj also. Thus, are just 

coordinates describing the size of the block along certain direction. They implicitly 

describe the shape of the block too. 

Define D"(w, ...w^) as a within window spatial variance function of the 

coordinates w, ...Wj describing the size V of the window. The physical size of the 

elements composing the window is v = constant. The window is theoretically considered 

as made up of two congruent regions, g'and an exact copy both of size V The 

window can grow even when a single coordinate wi is increasing and w,...wj are held 

constant. For example, it is enough to change an angle to increase the arc length. So, 

depending on the Euclidean dimension of the spatial physical region, a particular system 

of coordinates should be chosen. As stated in the introduction, assume a measuring 

device exists which finds variances for several sizes of windows. Such a spatial variance 

will be different if the basic shape of the windows changes Then, holding a basic shape 

constant is required and a variance function or its numerical representation can be 

constructed. For example, rectangles are all the same basic shape no matter the size of 

their sides. 

Derivative of a Spatial Variance Function 

Assuming point support, the spatial variance of a random function Z(x) conditioned 

to a window of size V is the dispersion variance D"(0| V) of points within such a 

window. Note that dispersion variance is defined for any model variogram. Then, 
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VAR(Z(x) I V) = D"(01 V) is the expected value or average of second order moments 

within a window of size V. Then for a 1-D fixed size L of a window, we can define a 

total marginal variance 

For continuous growth of the window the size V is a function f(w,... Wj), and 

VAR(Z(x)) is given by the multivariate function D"(w,... Wj). Thus, 

The partial derivative of the total marginal variance function with respect to Wj is the 

rate of change of the total variance due to change of the size of the domain along Wj. 

From the classical definition of derivative such a rate is given by: 

To understand Equation (7) a geometrical interpretation is useful. From Equation (4), for 

point support, D"(w, ...Wj) is given by the average variogram function of each point 

versus all the points in a region. According to Equation (3), define two regions both 

centered at zero in the same space, the first is q' of size V and the second is 3^ of size 

V . Then, computing the average variogram function for all pairs of points in a physical 

region (i.e., a window) is equivalent to computing it just between the points of a spatial 

region c,' and its congruent couple 3'. The differential of size cvj means change of the 

size of the window. Due to intrinsic stationarity, each region is centered and grows one 

point from the center to outside along w. Thus, for a 5w the growth of the region dc,' 

G = VAR(L Z(x) I V) = L' VAR(Z(x) | V) (5) 

G(w, . . .wJ=  w,-D-(w,  . . .wJ  (6) 



and its coupled 89' can be interpreted depending of the boundary of the window. For 

open shapes (e.g., a line) two extreme zones are annexed to both regions for each 5w 

(see Figure 1). For example, a centered circle will grow just radially. The growth as we 

use it here is possible if the topological dimension of the region allows it. Otherwise, only 

translation occurs. For example, a straight line defined along a rectangular coordinate wi 

can not grow in the perpendicular direction given by W2. In that case, a ^fw would imply 

only displacement of the line. For two different regions it may happen that one region 

grows and the other does not. 

For a region which can grow by two opposite directions, we can easily interpret that a 

c'w produces a dG which is the total variance between 2ci9^and the coupled region 

c,' + 2dg' in the w direction where s=t-l. Therefore, the derivative of a variance function 

with respect to a size coordinate w of a region is the variance between the region of 

topology t of marginal size w and a lower topology region with s=t-l with size d?w 

along w. The growth of the region is normal to the border. So in the case of a radial 

growth the derivative of G is just the total variance between a point on the external border 

and the radius. However, when the region is allowed to grow in two directions along w 

(e.g., toward the right and the left), dvj of w implies two new borders at the extremities. 

In such a case, the derivative of the variance respect of w gives twice the variance 

between a d9' and the coupled region q' + eg' where s=t-1. 

A second derivative can be taken with respect to the same coordinate. In such a case, 

the topology of the region and the coupled region can be equated again s -1 = t - I. After 

two derivatives with respect to the same coordinate w;, the limit when the w; coordinate 
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goes to zero should be computed to get the variance between two congruent duplicated 

regions. For example, if initially the windows are rectangles, then two derivatives will 

provide a line versus line variance. The distance between two parallel lines goes to zero 

when the limit is taken. The result is multiplied by the next Wi-|. Derivative with respect 

to Wi-i coordinate is taken. The process is repeated in the same way until s= t = 0. In 

such a case, it becomes the variance between points and no last limit is required. This 

leads to the variogram given by: 

/ (h )  =  
2C^?(wJ-

-

f 
. . .  
. 

g '  'W,'[D-(W,  . . .wj ]  

(? ' w, 

(8) 

where d is total number of coordinates, C is the number of coordinates allowing growth 

by two opposite directions, and h is an Euclidean distance function 

h= / (w, . . .wj  (9)  

h is treated as a scalar here but it could be treated as a vector in a more general way. Note 

that h could be expressed in any system of coordinates The double derivative in Equation 

(8) is due to the region and its congruent couple. This equation allows computation of the 

model of a variogram when a model of variance is a known function of the coordinates 

of size of regions in a field. However, this method can also be applied to obtain sample 

variograms when experimental variances are known. The major problem seems the 

computation of the limits. Moreover, two derivatives are required if the region is a line, if 

it is a surface, four derivatives are needed , and if it is a volume then six derivatives 

would be required and so on. So, spatial variances within volumes can be the derivatives 

of hyperspace variances. Also, note that due to stationarity the location coordinates of 



the windows are not required for the variogram computation. However, the size 

coordinates are absolutely needed w, ...Wj, As we will see later in practice, variances 

for the same size and shape windows will be averaged prior to construction of a reliable 

exper imenta l  va r iance  func t ion  D ' (w,  . . .w^) .  

Variances as defined by Equation (4) are based on considering the spatial random 

function as composed of point elements. The next step should be to consider non point 

elements, in such a case. Equation (2) is applicable and regularized variograms are 

obtained. Another generalization of Equation (8) is to consider not only univariate 

dispersion variances as defined by Equation (2) and (3). We have introduced the concept 

of dispersion covariances to the multivariate space for spatial vector random functions 

(Vargas-Guzman, Warrick and Myers, 1999). Equation (8) can be applied to multivariate 

or vector random functions. In such a case, cross-variograms and variograms could be 

computed from Equation (8), where G(W|...w^) is a total covariance matrix function of 

the growing size coordinates of a region. 

The Derivative of Variances of a Growing Straight Line 

A straight line is defined along a Cartesian coordinate. The size of a segment AB of 

the line is given by the value w The fianction G(w) for the random field Z(x) is given by 

Equation (6), i.e., G = VAR(wZ(x)) = w" VAR(Z(x)). From the above concepts, the line 

AB grows on opposite directions along w. Adw differential of w implies two points A' 

and B' are added to the extremes. The variance added is VAR(A',A'B') and 
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VAR(B',A'B'). Then by symmetry the variance added is twice a point-line variance wy9 

as predicted by the theory. 

d(G(w)) 
-4^ = 2wy9 (10) 

dw 

Note that the line AB has a topological dimension t = s = 1. However, the differential dw 

needs to be expressed in t=0. A point-line total variance wyff has now t=I and s = 0. So 

one more derivative with respect to w (for the coupled region) is required to achieve 

t=s = 0 and the variogram/(h), where h = w and: 

d(w/?) 
-7^ = r(h) (11) 

d w 

This two step approach is equivalent to Equation (8). From the formulas is easy to see 

that the integral of the variogram is the total variance of two regions where the 

topological dimensions are t=l and s = 0 . Then, for a straight region of length w 

B 
wy9 = J/ (h)dh (12) 

,1 

is the total variance between a point and a line. In a dynamic sense, v//3 is half the rate 

of change of the total variance in a line when the domain grows. Therefore, the 

cummulative variogram Sen (1989), the integral of the variogram as Delay and de 

Marsily (1994) and the auxiliary function described in Joumel and Huijbreghts (1978) 

are related by Equation (12) and can be obtained from derivatives of higher dimensional 

spatial variances. 
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The Derivative of Variances in a Growing Arc Region 

The arc AB we analyze here is a growing arc in 2-D Euclidean space The 

topological dimension of this region is t=l and s=l. So under isotropic conditions, the 

case should be analogous to the one discussed above. Applying polar coordinates 6 and 

r, the dispersion variance function of point elements in the arc is D"(0 |^,r). For a 

circular arc r is held constant. Then, the arc size is given by the angle 6 = Q subtended 

between the extreme points A and B along the angular coordinate. However, for the 

growing arc the angle 0 is changed by a variable <(> which gives the angular size of the 

arc. If the arc is not circular, the radius r might be considered as some function of ^ 

A function G for point support is defined as: 

G(«^ , r )=<z) -D-(^ , / - )  (13)  

where r > 0 and <(> €(0, Itt) . Then, the total point- arc variance is given by 

^ (G(^ , r ) )  

lap 

and the variogram 

= <t>P (14) 

=  (15)  
Icp' 

This relationship is also a form of Equation (8) but 

h=2rs in  — (16)  
\ 2 j  

is the lag distance function for a pair of points separated an angle ^ in a circular arc in 

polar coordinates and 
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h = ))* + ))' - 2r(^, )r(^, )cos(^, - ) (18) 

it is the lag distance function for two points (i.e., 1 and 2) when r is not constant but can 

be expressed as a function of ^. Note that the lag distance function should always be 

considered. 

In this case, the topological dimension t=2 and s = 2 Then, a simple case is of a 

circular sector AOB. A more general case would be of a sector with external boundary 

AB generated by a function r(^). In both cases, polar coordinates r and 6 are the most 

adequate for scanning the points in the sector q' and its coupled region 9^. 

The sector growth can be described by both polar coordinates, r allows the growth 

only in one radial direction, and (p allows the growth by two angular directions. The 

growth along the angular coordinate will stop at 2K and along the radial coordinate at 

+ 2c . The basic shape of the boundary AB is preserved after radial growth. 

is defined as the total variance along the radious r. 

Applying the same theory as before, a reduction of the variance within a sector to 

sector  versus  rad ia l  l ine  var iance  i s  ach ieved  wi th  the  f i r s t  de r iva t ive  wi th  respec t  to  ^ .  

Derivative of Variances in a Growing Planar Sector 

A function 

G(^,r) = f- D-(^,r) (19)  

(20) 
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Then, (px is half the rate of change of variance due to change in (p Thus <j>x is a total 

radial line-sector variance and the topological dimensions are t=2 for the sector and s = 1 

for the line. Immediately, we apply the theory to reduce the topological dimension of q' 

once more by taking the second derivative with respect of <{>. The function obtained is a 

line-line variance. At that point a set of lines might be considered. The process continues 

as described before taking a single line (e.g., the limit). The final result is also just an 

application of Equation (8) under isotropic conditions. 

>'[G(<z),r)R p-
/ (h )  =  

2 r r -

r 
r" 

V 
d((>' 

(21) 

where h is the lag distance function for points in a circular sector 

h = -y/u" + r" - 2ur cos^ (22) 

where u is the radial coordinate value for the first point inside the sector and r the radial 

coordinate in the second point. When r = u the topology is just t=s = 1 and the distance 

function given by Equation (22) is applicable. Note that variances taken at non regular 

circular regions even might be applicable to compute the variogram if a r(^ ) function of 

the physical border is known. 

If the variogram is anisotropic then the variance in the growing sector should be 

affected by the anisotropy. Such effect should be present in the bivariate function 

D'{(p,r). In such a case, the derivatives of the G fixnction can be taken first with respect 

to the angle to reduce the problem to the line in the desired direction of the variogram and 

followed by the computation of the derivatives along that specific radial direction. For 



this type of approach the sectors should be measured and registered in their position. The 

coordinates system should be adequately defined. From this follows, it is more 

convenient to measure variance just along radial lines than in sectors. In this way, the loss 

of information and the complexity of handling a multivariate function is simplified. 

The Derivative of Variances in a Growing Rectangle 

Rectangular blocks fit exactly into a rectangular field. For this reason rectangles have 

been extensively used for estimation purposes such as block kriging. Therefore, a lot of 

literature exists about computing dispersion variances fi-om univariate variograms for 

rectangular regions (Clark 1976; Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978; and Rendu 1978). 

Applying our approach, growing rectangular blocks may be used for computation of 

variograms when variances inside those blocks are known. 

For applying the derivative of variances theory to a growing rectangle, the variance 

data should come from rectangles or windows measured at different sizes. The most 

adequate way to describe the points in a rectangular region and its congruent coupled 

region is with a Cartesian system. The traditional x and y coordinates are reserved for the 

geographical coordinates and a local system of coordinates used for mapping the borders 

of the rectangular region or window to be analyzed. It has to be understood that our 

rectangular growing region is the expected rectangle of the stationary field. Under 

isotropic conditions, the rectangles could be rotated at different angles and the data still 

would be applicable. However, under anisotropic conditions the windows should 
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preserve the orientation because directional derivatives might generate directional 

variograms. 

The variance inside a rectangular blockD"(p,q) is given as an expected value 

conditioned to the size of the region masured by its sides p and q. The total marginal 

variance function G along one of the Cartesian coordinates (p,q) is defined as: 

Function D"(p,q) describes the change of variance as p and q changes, so a plot of this 

function would be a surface and directional derivatives can be different for anisotropic 

cases. The first derivative respect of p will give twice the total variance between the 

border line along q and the rectangle. So a second derivative with respect to p gives an 

average line-line variance in the direction of q. The limit when p goes to zero gives the 

variance of a line with itself Then two derivatives respect of q will give twice the 

directional variogram in the direction of q. The same method could be applied starting 

from the q coordinate and ending with a directional variogram along the p direction. For 

other directional variograms, rotated rectangles should be considered. For the variogram 

along one coordinate q. Equation (8) is expressed as: 

where the lag distance h for any two points into the rectangular window is given by: 

G(p ,q)=  p-  D ' (p ,q )  (23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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the Euclidean distance computed from the Cartesian coordinates. Once more the problem 

has been reduced to line-line variance 

The expected value of the covariance between two attributes within a region is 

expected to change as the size of the region grows (Vargas-Guzman, Warrick and Myers, 

1999). For a second order stationary random function, the covariance will asymptotically 

approach a constant for larger regions. Dispersion covariances between point elements 

are defined as the difference of spatial average cross-variogram of two random functions 

Z, (x) and Z,(x) which particular realizations are the regionalized variables 

z,(x) andz3(x) called attributes. The covariance between z,(x) andz,(x) can increase 

and/or decrease depending on the structures present in the cross-variogram. In the same 

way as defined before, the covariance between a region and its congruent coupled region 

should be considered. Then, the derivative with respect to the coordinates is the 

covariance of z,(x) andz,(x) measured between the region and its couple. A region 

belongs to t and the other region belongs to t-1 topological dimensions, respectively. 

Note that both variables are defined in both regions. When t = s = 0 is achieved by 

further derivatives, the cross-variogram is obtained. Then, a general form of Equation (8) 

requires to define a multivariate covariance matrix function D"(w,...wj). So from 

their derivatives the multivariate variogram r(h) can be computed as: 

The Derivative of Classic Covariances 

w^ . . .  (26) 



where h is again the distance function of the geometry of the region and the coordinates 

system. 

The Derivative of Variances for Non-point Support 

For many purposes of land management, mining, environmental contamination clean 

up, remote sensing and other applications, the domain is divided in blocks or non point 

elements. Commonly blocks of size v are taken in such a way that they make up exactly 

the whole region V. At this point, we want to analyze what happens to the G variance 

function and its derivatives when the blocks of size v and/or the region of size V grow. 

From Krige's formula, it is well known that the expected point variance in a domain 

V is the sum of the expected point variance "within" the blocks v and the expected 

variance "between" blocks v. This is implicit in Equation (2). Then, assuming that a 

block size v(u, ...Uj)exists for each value of V(w,...Wj)and applying Equations (2) 

and (6) a total marginal variance function G in a(w...wj) coordinates system is defined 

as; 

G(w, . . .Wj)  =  w, -D^(w, . . .wJ-w/D^(u , . . .Uj  )  (27)  

where Wj is the size of V in the w, direction, and uj is the size of the block v along the 

same direction as w. The simplest case would be when the size v of the block element is 

held constant, then 

D- ;^ (u , . . .u , )  =  k  (28)  

and 

G(w,  . . .wJ  =  w-D, ; ,v ) (w,  . . .wJ  =  w-D^(w,  . . .wJ  -  k w"  (29)  
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Applying Equation (8) 

r 

d-
= / (h ) -k  (30)  

2C4wJ^ c w, 

/ 

Therefore Equation (8) in this case gives a regularized variogram 

; 'y^ (h)= / (h) -k  (31) 

If the size v changes to a new value and V grows again, then a new regularized 

variogram would be obtained. Thus, the application of Equation (26) to a I-D domain 

provides the next equation of variances. 

where w is the size of the large growing domain V and u is the size of the blocks v that 

make up exactly V. Note the point variogram is a unique function The left hand side 

represents a continuous family of regularized variograms and the second member at the 

right hand side multiplies the average variance within block v to the square of the size of 

the larger domain V. Equation (32) is only valid for w>v. 

The derivative of variance can be applied to the analysis of the change of variance 

when the region q' of size u grows becoming a region 9' of size v. In this case, we wish 

to find the average variogram function f(u,v) between the centered regions q'and i9' 

from the elementary average variogram functions/(u, u) and /(v, v). Consider a straight 

|w 'D* (0  I u )  
(32)  

Application to Finite Growth 
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line of size u and then next time the line has grown in both directions to the size v. The 

growth i9' - c,' is 2m, where 2m = v - u. From the derivative of the variance explained 

before. The change of variance is: 

v*f (v ,  v )  -  u '^ (u ,u )  =  2[m"f (m,  m)  +  mu/ (m,  u) ]  (33)  

where /(m, m)is the variance within the growth at one extremity of size m and xCm, u)is 

the variance between the growth at one extremity and the initial region of size u. From 

this it follows that 

v ' / { v ,  v) - 2 m"x(m, m) = 2mu/(m, u) + u"y(u, u) - uvj^Cu, v) (34) 

Then 

v"v(v, v)- 2 

f  ( u ,  v )  =  

U - V  ]  _  f  U - V  u - v  

7 J ^ I 9 ' 9 

U V  
(35) 

This equation can be useful for finding analytical expressions x(u,v) for blocks i9'and^' 

when /(v, v)and /(m, m) are known. The limitation is that this equation assumes i9' is 

centered with respect to c' When q' and 3' are not centered or if they are displaced a 

distance h, the analysis with the result should be different Changes in the geometry of 

distances between blocks can change the average variogram / (u, v) Therefore, the 

relative locations of c' and 5' can affect the variance between different blocks. The case 

of a cross support variogram (i.e., a cross-variogram where two supports u, v are treated 

as two attributes) is not considered here. 
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APPLICATION TO MODELS OF VARL\NCES 

Analytical expressions for the average variograms in fixed regions provided in the 

literature can be considered as spatial variance functions. The spatial variance in a 

straight line L and a rectangular region of size V are given in the literature by Clark 

(1976), Joumel and Huijbregts (1978), Rendu (1978), and Webster and Burgess (1984). 

Such relationships are expressed as auxiliary functions. To apply auxiliary functions the 

size of the block or domain is considered constant. In our case, we will consider them as 

functions of the coordinates describing the size or boundary of the growing domain. G 

functions are computed by applying Equation (6). Then, the required operations are 

performed to illustrate the analytic models of variances at lower topology. An additional 

contribution has been made to auxiliary functions by applying polar coordinates to an arc 

and a sector. This method is also applicable for computing variances for more 

complicated shapes. 

The purpose of the examples is to show that the differentiation of variances is the 

inverse to computing auxiliary functions. However, from the conceptual point of view, 

derivatives of G functions are proportional to the rate of change of variance as the 

domain grows. On the other hand, computing auxiliary functions is an averaging concept 

in  a  s ing le  f ixed  s ize  domain .  For  the  ana ly t ica l  express ions  ana lyzed  be low the  s i l l  i s  

taken constant so it does not affect the derivatives. 

Table 1 shows the variance models and their half derivatives for straight line 

windows, where F(0 are models provided in the cited literature, G(w) are the total 



directional variances following Equation (6) , —G'(w)and —G"(w) are the half of the 

first and second derivatives of G respectively. Note the variograms are easily reproduced 

in these cases. 

A more complicated situation is illustrated in Table 2 and Table 3, where the growing 

window is a circular arc. Table 2 illustrates the case of a spherical model where the 

equations depend on the range as expected. Table 3 shows the great simplification 

achieved when a linear variogram is governing the variance. In both cases, polar 

coordinates have been utilized to facilitate computations. 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 describe domains of topological dimension t=l which have been 

found the most suitable to compute variograms from spatial variances. Cases in 2-D 

require a much more complicated model of spatial variances. Table 4 shows how tedious 

the analytical process can get in higher dimensions. The examples follow the procedure 

explained for derivative of variances in a growing rectangle. In both cases, the first two 

derivatives with respect to the coordinates provide a line-line variance function. Then, the 

computation of the limit is required to achieve a 1-D variance that is treated as described 

in Table I. The process is better illustrated in Figures 2 to 9. The variance model 

(average variogram function) for a linear variogram is plotted in Figure 2. This is a 

different form of the same model found in Webster and Burgess (1984). Figure 3 shows 

the corresponding total directional variance G fijnction constructed by multiplying the 

variances by p^. Then the half of the first derivative (Figure 4) is computed. By dividing 

the values of Figure 4 by p, the auxiliary function x (Figure 5) is obtained. Finally, 
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Figure 6 illustrates the half second derivatives of the G function. Note Figure 6 gives the 

variance between two parallel lines separated a distance p=w. If w is made close to zero 

the function along x is the 1-D variance function described in Table 1. The same 

methodology has been used to compute and plot Figures 7 to 9 for the spherical 

variogram in windows where the largest lag distance is less or equal to the range (a=I). 

Figure 7 illustrates the variance model which is slightly different form of the equation 

provided by Webster and Burgess (1984). Figure 8 provides the plot of the half first 

derivative of the G fiinction and Figure 9 provides the auxiliary function X- the same 

way as before. Figure 10 provides the half second derivative of G a function that has a 

limit 1-D variance as described in Table I for the spherical model and the size of the 

domain smaller than the range. 

VARIOGRAMS FROM NUMERICAL VARIANCES 

An exhaustive simulated realization of a regionalized random variable has been 

obtained by simulated annealing with GSLIB (Deutsch and Joumel 1992). The 

distribution of the simulated realization is normal. The variogram of the realization is the 

same as the theoretical model used in the simulation. The model variogram is nested of a 

nugget = 0.2 and a spherical with range 1 m and sill= 0.8. Then, 

^(/j) = 0.2(1-^(A)) + 0.8(sph(I)), where in the nugget term^(/7) = l if h=0 and 

5{h)~Q otherwise ,  and  sph( l )  i s  the  spher ica l  component  o f  range  I  m.  The  whole  1 -D 

domain simulates a 50 m trench made by 5000 elements, each of 1 cm length. The 5000 
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data are displayed in Figure 11. For simplicity any variance within 1 cm is assumed to be 

zero. 

If a window is placed on part of the trench, then the variance within such a window is 

given by Equation (3). Since the data set represents the entire trench. Equation (3) is; 

/(V,V') = -;^|dxjHx-xOdx'= 
n  1 - 1  

j=i 
(36) 

where V = n and /(x - x') = (z, - z,)' =(z, - z)" - 2(z, - z)(zj - z )  + (z, - z)" 

Thus, for an exhaustive data set: 

/(V,V)= ^ (37) 

In a first sampling experiment the windows have 1-D sizes w = {5,10,...,155 cm}. 

Each size of window scanned the trench at steps of 3 cm allowing overlapping of the 

sequential windows. The process is like moving averages but we are interested just in the 

spatial variance as Equation (37). Then, for a given size of window the variances are 

averaged to get an estimate of the spatial variance D"(w,). The process is repeated and 

results are plotted in Figure 12. Then, a numerical representation of G(w) = wD'(w)is 

plotted in Figure 13. From Equation (8), the second order half derivatives are computed 

numerically from the G(w) data by finite differences. The estimated sample variogram in 

Figure 14 almost resembles the corresponding model variogram Figure 16. Note the 

quality of the variogram is better for smaller lag distances. Also underline the variogram 
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corresponds to a "point variogram" which in our case is the one given to the simulation 

by annealing. 

The second sampling experiment takes a smaller amount of replicated sample 

variances by disallowing overlapping the equal size windows. So small windows have 

larger possibility of more replicates than larger windows. However, we increase the 

number of sizes of windows to be used to almost 160. The sample variances (averaged 

for each size of window) are displayed in Figure 15. These variances can be modeled 

with the equations shown in Table 1. However, we attempt to get the numerical or sample 

variogram. The problem is that derivatives of noisy data will have exaggerated noise 

because of the product in G(w)= w"D'(w). We smooth the variance function by 

applying moving averages. Following Equation (8), the finite differences method is used 

to obtain the sample variogram from G(w). The sample variogram and its model are 

shown in Figure 16, In practice, it would be advisable to model both the sample 

variances and the sample variogram simultaneously Finally, we observe that is more 

reliable to sample few sizes of windows but with several replicates of the same size of 

window than many sizes of windows with few replicates. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The derivative of marginal total variance is the rate of change of the total variance 

due to growth of a region. Such derivatives have been found to define a new variance 

between the region and a lower topological dimension coupled region. From this analysis 



it follows that derivatives of variances provide the variogram as the variance between two 

regions of topological dimension zero. This provides a link between the integral of the 

variogram to variances and to the variogram. This type of analysis shows that a few 

average variances taken within a growing discrete sequence, allow the reconstruction of 

the variogram. The major complication in practice is to obtain reliable experimental 

variances or sample dispersion variances. 

A single resolution variance can not reproduce the variogram and information is lost 

by averaging. However, a growing sequence of variances is useful to provide the "point" 

variogram. Derivatives have been successfully applied for the reduction of the 

topological dimension of regions involved in variances. Analytical and numerical 

computations may become complicated when the variances come from volumes or 

surfaces. Therefore, the most adequate shape of window will be a straight line. Several 

lines rotated would allow identification of anisotropy in the variance and therefore the 

directional variograms. The assumption of variances experimentally measured might not 

be fully adequate in many cases. However, the possibility of measuring sample average 

variances for regions might be possible with further technological development. 
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Table 1. Variance models and its derivatives for a straight line 
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Table 2. Variance in a circular arc from a spherical model 
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Table 3. Variances on a circular arc from a linear model 
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Table 4. Variances in a rectangle 
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Figure 1. A centered region and its conjugate growing by dw at both extremes. The 
growing lines should be interpreted as points. 
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Figure 2. Average variogram functions fi-om rectangles with a 
linear variogram. Contours (0.025, 0.05,...,0.5} 
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Figure 5. Contour diagram of the x function for rectangles with a 
linear variogram. Contours {0.05,0.1,. . .,0.65} 
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Figure 6. Contour diagram of the —G"(x, w) function for rectangles 

with a linear variogram. Contours {0.1,0.2, ,1.0} 
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Figure 7. Contour diagram of the variance function for rectangles (diagonal < range) for 
a spherical variogram,. Contours {0.01, 0.02,...,0.25} 
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Figure 9. Contour diagram of the x function for rectangles 
(diagonal < range) with a spherical variogram. 
Contours {0.05, 0.1,...,0.6} 
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Figure 10. Contour diagram of the ^G"(x, w) function for rectangles 

(diagonal < range) of a spherical variogram. Contours {0,1, 0.2,...,0.9} 
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Figure 11. Simulated data set (5000) points along a 50 m trench 
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Figure 12. Variances for first sampling experiment 
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Figure 14. Variogram extimated from variances for first experiment. 
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ABSTRACT 

Nested structures for a scalar random function are analyzed for the general case of non-

orthogonal spatial components. A matrix variogram between the spatial components is 

defined exposing the cross-variogram between the structures in the nested model. This 

leads to expressions of nested structures of correlated spatial components as linear 

combinations of random functions. The approach is then applied to the multivariate case 

or a vector random function. A matrix of variogram matrices and cross-variogram 

matrices between the nested vector structures is introduced. The result is that the matrix 

variogram for the attributes can be expressed as a matrix variogram for a vector linear 

combination. This is a more general form than the classic linear model of 

coregionalization. It may allow realistic treatment of correlated spatial components. 

Additional topics related to cross-variogram modeling are reviewed for completeness. 

KEY WORDS; Variogram modeling, cross variogram, multivariate variogram 
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INTRODUCTION 

Modeling of a matrix multivariate variogram is usually performed using nested 

structures. This is known as the linear model of coregionalization (LMC) and is the most 

direct way available. However, it is necessary to explore its limitations and properties for 

the improvement of use and for further development of more sophisticated models of 

coregionalization. There are a several basic reasons for using the linear model of 

coregionalization. The first is that there is no obvious alternative tool that may be used 

without mathematical complications. An important feature of the LMC is that the matrix 

multivariate variogram is expressed as a weighted sum of valid variograms. Another 

reason for applying the LMC is to get valid variograms. An additional reason is the 

hypothesis that a particular random function can be decomposed as the sum of existing 

mutually orthogonal random functions called spatial components. As we will see later, 

use of the LMC implies strong assumptions. This limits its value as a tool. 

Several applications exist where the total random function is considered a sum of 

physically existing events called spatial components. The LMC only allows for 

orthogonal events. However, in most natural processes we expect the spatial components 

to be correlated. For example, in the case where the spatial components are considered as 

events at different times. Those events rarely would be orthogonal and they will be 

correlated in the time domain. Although applying spatially orthogonal nested structures 

to variogram modeling, it is common experience to get unsatisfactory fits of the nested 

model to the sample variogram. This is because such orthogonal random functions may 

not exist in reality for several cases. Then, the shape of the sample variogram could be 



better approximated with the inclusion of the cross-variogram term between non-

orthogonal spatial componets. For these reasons a deeper analysis of the LMC is 

necessary. 

We postulate the term intrinsic uncorrelation to refer to spatial orthogonality 

(direct and cross orthogonality) required by the LMC between the spatial components. 

Here, we introduce a matrix variogram for the spatial components. In this way we are 

considering the cross-variograms between the non-orthogonal spatial components. Then, 

the nested variogram is obtained as the variogram of a linear combination. The same 

approach is applied to the multivariate case when the structures correspond to vector 

random functions. Suggestions for modeling with a new linear combinations 

coregionalization model rises in the context of the studying points. 

REVIEW 

Nested structures for a scalar random function 

A variogram is a conditionally negative definite function. This is analogous to 

stating that an autocovariance function C(h) is a positive definite function. The existence 

of variograms implies intrinsic stationarity of the random function (Matheron, 1971). 

Autocovariances exists for second order stationarity These conditions are well known in 

geostatistics. However, in practice the sample variogram appears as a complicated plot 

and often can not easily and satisfactorily fit to one of the simple models available in the 

literature (e.g., Joumel and Huijbreghts 1978). To overcome this problem Matheron 

(1971) proposed the use of nested variograms. This is based on the fact that the linear 



combination of conditionally negative definite function is also conditionally negative 

definite. Thus, it is common practice to model sample variograms by nesting 

"elementary" valid models ^"(h). 

r(h) = 2;a„g"(h) (1) 
u = I 

or for the autocovariance 

C(h) = |;a„c"(h) (2) 
u = l  

Choosing the elementary models is somewhat arbitrary and subjective. However, the 

total /(h) satisfies the conditions indicated above. A further assumption can be that 

each y" (h) = a„g"(h) component corresponds to existing orthogonal random functions 

Z"(x). In that case necessarily Z(x) is, 

Z(x) = 2;Z"(x) (3) 
u-I 

Sandj ivy (1984), Wackernagel (1985, 1988) applied that representation to show a way to 

decompose the random function Z(x) in its corresponding spatial components Z"(h). The 

orthogonal spatial components are obtained by a "filtering" with kriging. That technique 

was introduced by Matheron and is called factorial kriging. 
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Nested structures for a vector random function 

A vector of attributes determine a vector random function Z(x). The matrix 

variogram can be modeled with nested valid models (e.g., Joumel and Huijbregts, 1978, 

p.171). 

r(h) = |;r"(h) (4) 
U = I  

Cross variograms quantify the spatial relationship between the scalar random 

functions. Then, the linear model of corregionalization LMC for an intrinsic stationary 

random function is 

r(h) = |;B"g"(h) (5) 
U = 1 

where B" are positive definite coregionalization matrices and g"(h) are elementary valid 

variograms as in the case of univariate (scalar) random function. For a second order 

stationary vector random function the linear model of coregionalization LMC for the 

autocovariance is 

C(h) = f;B"c''(h) (6) 
11 = 1 

In both cases C(h) and r(/j) are matrix models 

As in the univariate case Matheron and Wackernagel (1985) introduced a co-

kriging filtering called multivariate factorial kriging. This kriging allows decomposition 

of the vector random function Z(x) into vector spatial components Z"(x). 

Z(x) = |;Z'W (7) 
u = l 



Note, each multivariate spatial component Z"(x)has its attributes intrinsically 

correlated because all their variograms and cross-variograms are proportional each other. 

In other words, each r''(h)can be diagonalized with constant eigen vectors A". For 

more details see Wackemagel (1985). 

The variogram of a linear combination 

In a general way, Myers (1983; 1994) show that the variogram /lyih) of a linear 

combination of random functions related to its matrix variogram r(h) as 

X,,(h) = AT(h)A (8) 

where A is the vector of the coefficients in the linear combination. 

m  

W(x) = 2;a,Z,(x) = Z(x)A (9) 
1 = 1 

Myers (1982) also states that the variogram of a sum of two random functions is 

/w(h) =/.(h) + /j(h) + 2;'.,(h) (10) 

Bourgault and Marcotte (1991) introduced the multivariate variogram 

G(h) = Tr(LT(h)L)=|;/..(h) (11) 
1 = 1 

where ;',,(h)are the variograms for each scalar attribute and L^L = M is a Euclidean 

metric. They present a method for using the multivariate variogram to identify the 

orthogonal spatial components used in the linear model of coregionalization LMC 
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Multivariate autocovariance is obtained from a matrix autocovariance (Bourgault and 

Marcotte 1991). 

Simple cross-covariances 

Nested random functions in general may have cross-covariances. However, when 

a known relationship exists between them, the cross-covariance is computable. For 

example, apply the Fourier-Stieljes representation to two random functions Z"(x) and 

Z^(x) in I-D with different shape autocovariances C"(h) and C^(h) 

Z"(x) = Je'""dZ'*(w) (12) 
.  n 

X  

Z^(x)= Je'""dZ^(w) (13) 
-co 

From spectral analysis, a simple relation between the two random fijnctions can be a 

linear filter in the frequency domain. 

dZ^(w) =T(w) dZ"(w) (14) 

It is well known that 

^' (w) =[T(w)f/;"(w) (15) 

where /»'(w) and A"(h) are the power spectrums of the two random functions, and T(w) is 

the transfer function or Fourier transform of the impulse response function. From 

Priestley (1996) in this case, the cross spectrum is thus related to the transfer function by 

T(w) = ̂ ^ (16) 
/,"(») 

Then, /?"'(w)is 
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(w) = VA W ( 1 7 )  

The cross-covariance is the Fourier transform of the cross-spectrum. This methodology 

is also valid for intrinsic stationary random functions defined within a bounded 

neighborhood. 

A bit more complicated case is when the second random function is a function of 

the first random function and some additional noise (Priestley, 1981): 

dZ'(w) =T(w) dZ"(w) ^dZ^Cw) (18) 

where dZ"(w) and dZ''(w)are spatially orthogonal. Then, 

(w) = yjh" (w) - (w)-^//' (w) (19) 

More complicated cases will arise fi-om more perturbations and also non linear filters. 

Note equation (17) can be written as 

/,- (w) = W(w) V//"(w)V/''(w) (20) 

where W(w) is the coherence, (Priestley, 1981). 

Intrinsic correlation and the linear filter 

Intrinsic correlation between two random functions implies that in the frequency 

domain the cross spectrum and the spectrums are proportional. In terms of the normalized 

spectrum, this can be written as 

A"(w) = a"/z(w) (21) 

//'•(w) = b"/^(w) (22) 

Then, 
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/'""(w) = VaV(w)VbV(w) = a b /(w) (23) 

The transfer function is 

T(w) = - (24) 
a 

with 

/»^(w) = 

and 

/7"(w) (25) 

dZ^(w) = — dZ"(w) (26) 
a 

Since the inverse Fourier transform of a constant is also a constant, a consequence is: 

Z^(x) = cZ"(x) (27) 

The intrinsic correlation implies a direct linear relationship or linear regression between 

the random functions, (see also Priestley, 1981). This result is also valid for intrinsic 

stationarity of random functions restricted to a neighborhood. 

The role of phase in the cross-covariance 

Consider another relationship between the nested random functions 

Z"(x) = aZ^(x + d) + b (28) 

The parameter d produces changes in the cross-covariance due to phase displacement. 

This is also known as a delay effect and is well known in geostatistics (e.g., 

Wackemagel, 1995). In our case, the random functions are nested and we want to make 

sure the cross-covariance is still computable as in the cases before. It is necessary to note 
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that the cross spectrum is complex vector with two components, the co-spectrum (real) 

c(w) and the quadrature spectrum (imaginary) ^(w): 

h'^(w)  = c(v / )  + q{w)i  (29) 

Then, the phase spectrum is 

^(w) = tan" (30) 
c(w) 

The slope of the phase spectrum reports the spatial "delay" at each frequency. For more 

details see Priestley (1981). 

THEORY 

Nested structures as linear combinations of non orthogonal 

scalar spatial components 

First consider the classic case of m spatially orthogonal scalar random functions 

Z" where u={ l,2,...m}(e.g., Journel and Huijbregts 1978). Each random function is 

intrinsic stationary with variogram /"(h) =a"g"(h). Then, consider a linear combination 

nested random function Z(x) such that 

Z(x) = |;a„Z"(x) (31) 
u = l 

Then, Z(x) has a variogram 

/',(h) = Zr"(h) = Xa;g"(h) (32) 
U = 1 u = l 
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The Z"(x) are called spatial components. Now, consider Z"(x) which may not be 

spatially orthogonal. They would have the following matrix variogram F, (h) for the 

scalar spatial components: 

r,(h) = 

r'(h) r'"(h) 

r"(h) x"(h) 

r ( h )  

/""(h) 

•  r ( h )  

(33) 

For example, /'(h) and /"(h) are the variograms for two spatial components I and II. 

with /'"(h) the cross variogram between the two spatial components. Applying 

Equation (8), the variogram /.,r,(h) for a scalar random function Z(x) given by a linear 

combination is related to the matrix variogram F^ (h) of the nested spatial components by 

/.-,.,(h) = A^F,(h)A 

where A = {a,, a,,-"a^}isa vector of coefficients. 

(34) 

If F,(h) is a diagonal matrix, the variogram for the linear combination is a 

particular case of the multivariate variogram G(h). 

m  

G(h)=£ "(h) 
u=l 

A particular case for just two nested structures is 

,rg'(h) g'"(h) 
/.-u> a, aj 

(35) 

a. 
(36) 

In terms of the nested variograms /" (h) = a^g" (h) 
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r Z(x, (h) = / • (h) + r " (h) + 2/'" (h) (3 7) 

which looks the same as the classic variogram for the sum of two random functions but in 

this case is expressed for correlated nested structures. This last formula shows that two 

non-orthogonal random functions can be nested by adding a cross term. For second order 

stationarity, non symmetry of the matrix variogram may be considered 

C z<x) (h) = C' (h) + C " (h) + C'" (h) + C(h) (38) 

We have seen that introducing the cross terms implies the nested structures need not to be 

intrinsically orthogonal. The multivariate variogram C7(h) would be equivalent to the 

classic use of nested structures. A more general nested variogram of non orthogonal 

random functions is introduced in terms of a variogram for a linear combination. 

Eigen structures in ther^(h) spatial components matrix variogram 

By introducing a matrix variogram for the spatial components, we have moved 

the problem of modeling the variogram of an scalar random function from the univariate 

approach to a multivariate space generated by the nested random functions Z"(h). 

Computing eigen values and vectors of the matrix f, (h) follows 

r,(h) = E^(h) r,(h) E(h) (39) 

where Fy (h) is a diagonal matrix of functions of h dependent eigen values and E(h) is a 

matrix of eigen vector fLinction of h. Since the eigen vectors depend on h then rotation is 

occurring and eigen values correspond to rotated spaces. 

If E(h) = E is a constant matrix of eigen vectors. Then, 



r,(h) = E^ r,(h) e = (e^ B,(h) E)g(h) (40) 

where Bs is a regionalization matrix, the cross-variograms and variograms are 

proportional each other. This is a trivial case where the scalar spatial components are 

intrinsically correlated. Therefore, no nesting is required for this particular case because 

the linear combination Z(x) has a variogram with known model. 

/z..,(h) = (b,+b,+b„+b„)g(h) (41) 

In this case, the matrix ry(h) = B^.g(h)is a diagonal matrix of variograms for factors. 

Such factors will produce a muhivariate variogram G^^^(h) = (b^| -rb^, )g(h). Because 

ofinvariance b^, +b,., = b, +b,. Thus, for G2^^i(h) =//,^,(h), the sum b,, +b,, will be 

zero. Note also the sum of the factor scores Y"(x) is different than the sum of the spatial 

components Z"(x). 

In general, nested variograms may be different, so non-proportionality is the 

common case. Then, the eigen vectors will not be constant and the eigen values 

correspond to the variance of increments which are in a different space for each lag 

distance h. It follows that f,. (h) is not a variogram. From this, we conclude the eigen 

vectors matrix of functions E(h) deviate from constants as the nested structures are 

dissimilar or non intrinsically correlated. The maximum deviation should occur at lag 

distances where the spatial components are most dissimilar from the average eigen 

vector. 
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The intrinsic correlation between nested structures can be broken due to phase 

displacement. In such a case, the eigen vectors will become dependent on the lag distance 

also. 

Cross-covariances from a linear filter 

Getting an analytical model from cross-covariances involves taking the inverse 

Fourier transform of a cross-spectrum. To obtain examples of elementary cross-

covariances, we have used a fast Fourier transform to get the power spectrum of known 

autocovariance functions. Then by applying Equation (17), the cross-spectrum is found 

for the simple case of a linear filter. The inverse fast Fourier transform numerically gives 

the cross-covariance. 

In the first example, the two random functions related by a linear filter correspond 

to spherical autocovariances. The first has a range 20 m and a sill 185. The second has a 

range 200 m and a sill 10. This may be a typical case where two spherical 

autocovariances of different ranges are nested to model a total autocovariance. Figure I 

shows how the cross-spectrum and its corresponding cross-covariance look like. The 

cross-spectrum is calculated with Equation (17) and the cross-covariance from its inverse 

fast Fourier transform . Note the ranges of the spherical variograms influence the shape 

of the cross-autocovariance. Figure 2 illustrates the case of a random function having a 

Gaussian autocovariance with range 150 m and sill 50 related by the linear filter to 

another random function with spherical autocovariance with range 100 m and sill 75. As 

in the case before the cross-covariance is influenced by the autocovariances shapes. Note 

in this case, the negative square root of the first spectrum is used to achieve a negative 



correlation. Figure 3 shows the transfer function and impulse response function, 

computed using the same approach, for the case of two random functions having 

spherical autocovariances with sills equal to one and ranges 50 and 200 m respectively. 

The transfer function corresponds to the cross-spectrum divided by the spectrum for the 

random function with spherical range 50 (Equation 16). This should be the expected 

relationship between two non orthogonal nested spatial components responding to 

spherical autocovariances. In all the linear filter cases, the cross-covariance is a function 

of the original autocovariances and may be modeled with some combination of the 

known elementary models. 

Linear regionalization and the frequency domain 

Consider several spatially non-orthogonal random functions Z"(x) (spatial 

components). Define a scalar random function Z(x) which is a combination of the Z"(x). 

In the frequency domain, the Fourier-Stieljes representation for two nested random 

fijnctions is 

dZ(w) = A(w) dZ" (w) + B(w) dZ^ (w) (42) 

For linear regionalization, the transfer functions are constants. The equation above 

represents the case where each random function is in a convolution with an impulse 

response function in the spatial domain. Then, the Fourier Stieljes representation provides 

a more general view of the problem. Note, the random functions could be orthogonal but 

in a most general case they are not orthogonal. The power spectrum of Z(x) is 

(w)=(r, (w))'/?" (w)+(r (w))' /7'(w)+r, (w) (w) + r (w) h--^ (w) (43) 
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In the spatial domain this is a convolution model of regionalization. 

Also, 

= +r,(w);7"'(w) + F, (w)(w) 
/? (w) n ' ( w )  

The nested autocovariance fijnction is the inverse Fourier transform of hz(w) .  A positive 

definite function must be assured by following Bochner's theorem (e.g., Cressie 1993). 

Tha classic linear regionalization or nested structures model is the paticular case obtained 

by choosing spatially orthogonal random functions Y"(x) and constant transfer functions 

with, 

,44) 
/?" (w) (w) 

since the transfer functions are constants. This implies the relationships 

a h" (w)  = /?^"(w) 

b (w) = (w) 
(45) 

the cross spectrums are proportional to the spectrums. In this maner, the inverse Fourier 

transform will provide the nested autocovariance in terms of the autocovariances of the 

nested random functions. 

In the case of non-orthogonal random functions but constant transfer functions. 

h^(w) = (oy h" (w) + {b)'y(w) + a/i'^ (v/) +6/7^^(w) (46) 

In the spatial domain, we termed this "linear combinations regionalization model" in 

what follows 
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Linear combinations coregionalization model 

The linear combination of m non-orthogonal spatial component random 

functions Z"(x) = {z" (x), Z"(x)--- Zp(x) } can be applied to a vector random function 

z(x) = {z,(x), Z,(x)"- Zp(x)} of p attributes. A vector ""andom function is 

characterized by its matrix variogram T^Ch) or matrix autocovariance function Q(h). 

Each spatial component is also characterized by a matrix variogram (h) or matrix 

autocovariance C^^Ch) Recall from before that for a given attribute Z, the spatial 

components also have a matrix variogram (h) or autocovariance matrix (h). Now 

let us introduce a new matrix variogram composed by variogram matrices and cross-

variogram matrices which together define the matrix variogram of the vector random 

spatial components. 

r3(h) = 

r'(h) r'"(h) 
r"'(h) f"(h) 

pml(h) r'""(h) m II i 

r'"(h) 

| = I I m ( h )  

^(h) 

(47) 

The diagonal terms of F- (h) are the matrix variograms F^" (h) for the spatial components 

u = {l, II, • • • m } . The off diagonal term are the matrix (cross) variograms F^ (h) 

between different spatial components For example, in the next matrix we consider two 

spatial components u = {l, II,} and three attributes {1,2,3} 
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rn(h) /,':(h) r.Uh) /n"(h) /.T(h) xlI'W 

/ii(h) rL(h) rLCh) /2i"W /r(h) r^'(h) 

/Uh) r]:(h) x]3(h) X3."(h) r;"(h) /3'3"(h) 

r3(h) = (48) 

r.',"(h) y;i'(h) r"'(h) W;(h) r"(h) r.'Uh) 

X"'(h) ^!l'(h) /Il'(h) /!Uh) /iUh) ^^(h) 

rnW /•:'(h) /,'lUh) /31(h) /]l(h) /3'Uh) 

In general, define a vector linear combination 

m 

Z(X) = £Z"(X)A'' (49) 

If the square matrix A" is diagonal, then the linear combination for each attribute is 

equivalent to the case explained before. In general A" need not to be diagonal and the 

linear combination is equivalent to rotation. Recall here the Z"(x) random functions 

(spatial components) are not orthogonal and indeed they are correlated in all the ways. 

A matrix (vector of matrices) A with the m coefficient matrices A" can be 

constructed in the form 

Now we extend the linear combinations relationship given from a scalar attribute to the 

multivariate attribute case. Then, a matrix variogram for the vector linear combination is 

obtained as 

A 

A" 
(50) A = 

A" 

rz.., =A^r,(h)A (51) 
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or 

r^,,(h) = [A'A-'-A-] 

r'(h) r'"(h) 
r"(h) r"(h) 

r""(h) 

f'Ch) 

r m ( h )  f'"'"(h) ••• r'"(h) 

A' 
A" 

(52) 

is a multivariate matrix nested variogram for the total vector random function Z(x). 

We now call this vector model the "linear combination coregionalization model" 

(LCCM ). It is a more general case than the classic linear model of coregionalization 

LMC. To demonstrate this, we consider again the example with just two spatial 

components and three attributes. Assume intrinsic correlation between attributes at a 

single nested structure. 

r^.,(h) = (A'r^'(h)A'-.(A")'g"(h)A"+(A"r^" = (h)A'^(A')V"(h)A" (53) 

We can recognize the classic coregionalization matrices B"=(a")^A''. For non 

symmetric matrices B"=(A")'A''. Now we introduce (cross) coregionalization 

matrices for the cross terms and in general: 

B" =(A")'A^ (54) 

Considering symmetry 

rz(.)(/») = B'^'(h) + B"g"(h)-H2B'"g'"(h) (55) 

where ^"''(h) are elementary variograms for u=v and elementary cross-variograms for 

u^tv. Note the classic linear model of coregionalization assumes the third member is 

zero. That is a strong condition, if we see at r5(h), the spatial components need not only 
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be directly spatially orthogonal but also be cross-spatially orthogonal to make the LMC 

valid. 

In general , the matrix nested variogram of the classic LMC can be written as a 

"vector" multivariate variogram. Here we are extending the multivariate variogram to 

nested structures 

r^,,(h) = [A'A-'-A-"] 

U^'(h) 0 

0 Ug"(h) 

0 0 

0 

0 

U^'"(h) 

(56) 

where U are square matrices of the same size than A" filled with ones. Note the m nested 

structures must be spatially orthogonal. On the other hand, the attributes within each 

structure u should be intrinsically correlated or related by a linear regression model as 

seen before. An intrinsic correlated version of our linear combinations 

coregionalization model LCCM in general is 

r^,,(h) = [A'A-'-A™] 

U^'(h) Ug'"(h) 

Ug"(h) Ug"(h) 

U^""(h) 

U^^Ch) 

(57) 

where the cross terms are proportional for certain u and v but have their own specific 

models. 

Diagonalization of matrix r^(h) by eigen values and vectors would give eigen 

vector functions of h. Only in a highly ideal case would this give constant eigen vectors, 

and in such a case the nested structures would not be required because all spatial 
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components would be related by a linear regression type of equation even for different 

attributes. However, diagonalization in the general case may be useful for exploratory 

purposes whether the matrix is known. In general, the spatial components are unknown 

but may be this type of analysis could allow to find them for some specific problems. 

The LCCM and the frequency domain 

Assume non-constant coefficients for the linear combination. Instead of 

multiplying them by the elementary variograms or autocovariances, consider an integral 

convolution. Then, the vector linear combination in the frequency domain of the Fourier-

Stieljes representation is 

dZ(w) = £dZ"(w)TJw) (58) 

where Tu(w) is a matrix transfer fijnction for each spatial component. The simplest case 

would be 

T"(w) = 

T," 0 ••• 0 

0 T: ••• 0 

0 0 ••• T: 

(59) 

A matrix (vector of matrices) T(w) can be constructed with T" (w) 

T(w) = 

T'(w) 

T"(w) 

T'Cw) 

(60) 
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and the matrix power spectrum for the resuhing random variable is 

V.,(W) = [T'(W) T"(W).-T'"(W)] 

//'(w) 

A'"(w) A'-(w) 

(w) /7'""(W) 

/;""(w) 

A-Cw) 

T'(w) 

T"(w) 

T^Cw) 

(61) 

where the diagonal terms are the matrix spectrum for the vector of attributes of each 

spatial component. The off-diagonal terms are matrix (cross) spectrums between 

different spatial components. Note ail this machinery is similar to the model in the 

physical spatial domain. In fact, when the transfer functions are constants the case is 

reduced to our linear combinations coregionalization model. 

The autocovariance obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of the matrix 

spectrum /'z^^,(w) must be positive definite For more information about these conditions 

see Cressie (1993). These results are also valid for intrinsic stationary random flinctions 

within a finite neighborhood. 

Why non-orthogonal spatial components? 

The classic linear of coregionalization model may allow identification of 

orthogonal spatial components which can be filtered using factorial kriging 

(Wackernagel, 1985). However, the actual existence of such filtered orthogonal spatial 

components may be hardly questioned due to the quasi-arbitrary selection of the nested 

structures in the multivariate matrix variogram (Cressie, 1993). Attempts exist to relate 

the spatial components to events that happened at some time within time and space 

processes. For example, in hydrology those events could be associated with the transient 
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State of the system at a given time. Unfortunately, a time and space process not only is 

autocorrelated on space but also in time. This invalidate the use of orthogonal spatial 

components to describe autocorrelated events on time. In the earth science, for example, 

geological processes are correlated on time. It is non-trivial to provide mathematical 

evidence that certain attribute will be indeed the addition of orthogonal events. The case 

where orthogonality is assumed for the ensembles of the spatial components is unrealistic 

whether a physical stochastic model explaining that a given time spatial distribution is a 

function of the previous past. For this reason we consider necessary to explore non-

orthogonal spatial components for coregionalization and filtering purposes. This may 

allow a more realistic treatment of spatial and temporal multivariate processes. 

CONCLUSION 

A more general form of the linear model of coregionalization has been 

introduced. This new model is termed "Linear combinations coregionalization model" 

(LCCM). Its provides additive hints about the restrictions which apply to the classic 

linear model of coregionalization. The approach also opens possibilities for more 

realistic modeling of variograms or autocovariances of vector random functions. By 

considering linear combinations of correlated random functions, the LCCM allows 

inclusion of non-orthogonality between the spatial components. This methodology is 

also applicable to scalar and vector random functions when the nested structures 

represent non-orthogonal spatial components. The use of the frequency domain shows 

possibilities for more sophisticated modeling using transfer functions and nested 

structures. 
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Figure 1. Cross-spectrum and cross-covariance from linear filter relationship 

between two random functions with spherical autocovariances. 



Figure 2. Cross-spectrum and cross-covariance from linear filter relationship 

between two random functions with spherical and Gaussian autocovariances. 
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Figure 3. Tranfer function and impulse response function relating two spherical 

variograms of different range. 
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